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Samenvatting – 3PX: Three Power 
Crossover

Stelt u zich voor: het jaar 2022  U komt thuis en parkeert de auto op de oprit  
Terwijl u uitstapt, ziet u hoe de laatste stralen zonlicht worden opgevangen door de 
zonnepanelen  U pakt de stekker uit de houder en koppelt de auto aan uw huis  Mooi 
zo, morgen is de auto weer helemaal opgeladen  Terwijl u naar binnen loopt hoort u 
de auto zacht brommen: er was warmte gevraagd door de woning en de auto levert 
deze  Binnen loopt u naar het centrale bedieningspaneel en na een druk op de knop 
ziet u dat de elektriciteitsprijzen momenteel erg hoog zijn  U kunt een glimlach niet 
onderdrukken omdat u nu geld verdiend met het leveren van elektriciteit aan het 
net  De eigenschap van de auto om elektriciteit en warmte tegelijkertijd te genereren 
blijkt echt geweldig te zijn!

De volgende ochtend loopt u naar de auto, buiten is het koud dus u stapt snel de 
auto in, deze is al lekker voorverwarmd  Dit betekent dat de accu’s ook op temperat-
uur zijn, en dat is maar goed ook, want vandaag heeft u het hele rijbereik nodig, wel-
licht zelfs nog een beetje meer  Gelukkig zorgt de range-extender op gecomprimeerd 
gas ervoor dat u zeker op uw bestemming aan komt  Terwijl u weg rijdt, nemen 
uw gedachten de vrije loop en gaat u nadenken  Wat was ook al weer de reden om 
deze auto te gaan gebruiken? Vreemd om te realiseren dat slechts vijf jaar geleden de 
meest verkochte auto nog op benzine reed  

Nog vreemder is dat ze toen alleen gebruikt werden om mee te rijden  Het 
inzetten van auto’s voor het verwarmen van huizen en leveren van elektriciteit is pas 
gekomen toen een grote automobielfabrikant zich realiseerde dat er op huishoudelijk 
niveau meer interactie moest komen tussen energie-productie en -gebruik  Vanaf 
dat moment werden de grootste gebruikers van energie in een huishouden (de auto, 
elektrische apparaten en verwarming van het huis) niet meer gezien als losstaande 
apparaten, maar was er een apparaat dat een brug sloeg tussen de verschillende 
componenten: het 3PX concept was geboren  Dankzij de grote toename van duur-
zame decentrale energieopwekking werd het efficiënt omzetten van de ene vorm van 
energie naar de andere het belangrijkste doel voor bedrijven die zich met energie 
bezig houden  Met de hulp van netbeheerders en installatiebedrijven, ontwikkelde 
de automobielfabrikant een nieuw type hybride voertuig dat aan een huis gekoppeld 
kon worden met de 3PX aansluiting  Dit hybride voertuig kon niet alleen elektrisch 
gekoppeld worden aan het huis, maar ook met warmte en gas  Dankzij deze verbind-
ing kon de hybride auto nu functioneren als een kleine warmte-kracht-koppeling, 
waardoor hij in feite een mobiele elektriciteitscentrale wordt, die ook warmte aan 
huis levert 

Het werk dat u nu leest beschrijft het proefontwerp en het ontstaan van het “Three 
Power Crossover”(3PX) concept  Het concept is getest op een motorproefstand in 
een laboratorium  Deze test bewees dat het genereren van elektriciteit met behulp 
van een range-extender significante reductie in koolstofdioxide (CO2) uitstoot en 
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gebruikskosten kan opleveren  Deze reductie kent twee oorzaken: tijdens het rijden, 
als de accu leeg is, wordt in de huidige hybride auto’s benzine gebruikt om elektriciteit 
te produceren  In het 3PX concept wordt benzine vervangen door gecomprimeerd 
gas (CNG), aardgas stoot het minste CO2 per energie eenheid uit van alle fossiele 
brandstoffen  De tweede reden is dat door deze decentrale elektriciteitsopwekking, 
elektriciteitscentrales minder hoeven te produceren  Deze centrales zijn weliswaar 
vaak erg efficiënt, maar meestal is er nog wel een significant warmteverlies  In het 
3PX concept is er eigenlijk nauwelijks verlies omdat alle warmte gebruikt kan worden 
om het huis te verwarmen  In de toekomst kan de CO2 productie nog verder ter-
uggedrongen worden door gebruik te maken van duurzame brandstoffen 

Economisch gezien is het 3PX concept al voor een enkel huishouden voordelig  
Er van uitgaande dat een huishouden de hybride auto al bezit, is er slechts een relat-
ief kleine investering nodig om het huis te kunnen koppelen aan een 3PX hybride 
voertuig  Deze aanpassingen bestaan uit warmtebuffer met geïntegreerde warm-
tewisselaar en pomp, wat leidingwerk en de connector zelf  De gebruikskosten zijn 
lager vanwege het verschil in kostprijs van elektriciteit en gas per energie-eenheid  
Voor een standaard huishouden kan dit bijna de helft van de energiekosten schelen  
Ondanks dat er nog een aantal hindernissen op te lossen zijn, kan het concept snel 
geïmplementeerd worden  Het belangrijkste is dat automobielfabrikanten moeten 
meewerken aangezien er veel programmatuur nodig is die momenteel niet aanwezig 
is in hybride auto’s  Deze moet worden ontwikkeld om alle beschikbare functies te 
kunnen besturen en controleren  Verder is additioneel onderzoek met het proto-
type nodig om de mogelijkheden van de range-extender en de koppeling met het 
huishouden in kaart te brengen 
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Summary – 3PX: Three Power 
Crossover

Imagine 2022  You arrive home in your car  You get out and look up, just in 
time to see that the solar panels on your roof catch the last rays of sunlight  You 
take the connector from the holder and connect your car to your home  Smiling, 
while realizing that tomorrow the car will be fully charged again  As you go inside, 
the car starts making a muffled sound  It’s cold outside so heat was requested by the 
house, and the car delivers  When you enter your living room, you check the display 
which shows the temperature of your house; after a push on the button you see that 
electricity prices are high  This again makes you smile, as you also see that your car 
feeds electricity back into the grid  Simultaneously producing heat and electricity 
proved to be a magnificent element of your car 

The next morning you arrive at your vehicle and you disconnect the connector  
It’s still cold so you quickly get inside the, already preheated, car  Once in the car, 
you see that the batteries are also on temperature  Good, because today you need the 
maximum capacity of the battery and even a bit more  Luckily the range extender on 
compressed natural gas (CNG) takes care of that  While going to your destination 
your mind wanders of, as to why you selected this vehicle  In retrospect, it seems 
exceptional that only 5 years ago, single-purpose petrol powered vehicles were still 
the majority of vehicles sold  

Around that time, with the rapid increase of renewable energy production, the 
realization came that more flexibility was needed in the energy grids  A large auto-
mobile company recognized the need for interaction between energy consumers and 
producers in the household  Suddenly, energy used for mobility, electrical appliances 
and heating was not seen separately any more, but they became interconnected: the 
3PX concept was born  Efficiently transforming one form of energy into a different 
form of energy became the most important aspect in the energy business  With help 
of grid operators and installation companies, the automobile company started selling 
a new hybrid vehicle which was 3PX compatible  This 3PX compliant vehicle could 
not only be connected to the household electrically, but also with heat and natural 
gas  The connection allowed to use the car as a combined heat and power plant on a 
domestic scale, basically turning it into a small, mobile electricity plant which is also 
capable of delivering heat to the building to which it is connected 

This thesis describes the birth of the 3PX concept  The concept was tested on a 
laboratory test bench system  It proved that co-generation of electricity and heat by 
use of a range extender could significantly decrease carbon dioxide (CO2) emission  
This emission reduction is realized by two main contributors: in range extending 
mode (when the internal combustion engine is creating electricity via the generator 
for driving purposes), traditionally petrol is used  In the concept, petrol is replaced 
by (compressed) natural gas; as natural gas emits the least amount of CO2 per mega-
joule of any fossil fuel  The second contribution is due to the centralized power plants 
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having to produce less electricity  Although these power plants have high efficiencies, 
there is still a loss in heat during this process  In the 3PX concept there are less overall 
losses, as almost all heat is used for heating the household  In the future the CO2 
emission can even be further reduced by using renewable fuels 

Economically the 3PX concept is already beneficial for a single household  As 
the hybrid car is already available, only a relatively small investment has to be made 
in order to make a house 3PX compatible  This includes installing a heat buffer with 
integrated heat exchangers, a pump, some plumbing and the connector itself  The 
operating costs are lower due to the price difference between natural gas and electric-
ity  For a regular household this can almost halve the energy costs  The concept can 
be implemented rapidly, although there are still a few steps to take  Most important is 
the cooperation with a vehicle manufacturer, as it was found that without substantial 
software engineering, the required features cannot be handled by hybrid vehicles that 
are currently on the market  Furthermore, the connector and the range extending 
capabilities of the prototype need to be further investigated 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction, history and 
energy scenario’s

1.1 Introduction
Climate changes due to human activity have been established beyond reasonable 
doubt [1]  Greenhouse gases (GHG) are a major agent in the climate change process, 
and among these carbon dioxide (CO2) plays a dominant role  Currently, fossil fuels 
are the main source of energy worldwide  In the process of converting such fuels to 
useable energy, CO2 is formed and usually vented into the atmosphere  However, the 
emission of GHG should be minimized or even become negative in the near future to 
keep the global temperature rise within acceptable levels [1]  This is a challenge that 
goes beyond actions to be taken by individual citizens  It implies that societies have 
to alter their current habits in how fossil fuels and energy in general are used  This is 
called the “energy transition”  “Energy transition” is defined as the switch by a whole 
economic system from one set of energy sources and technologies to a different set 
[2]  An example of an energy transition can be found in the UK during the ‘50s and 
‘60s where the shift from coal to oil led to a big decrease of smoke in cities  More 
energy transitions have taken place in the past and they have proven to be rare events 
whose complex and long drawn-out processes unfolded over decades or sometimes 
centuries [2] 
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As history has shown that the pending energy transition will probably be gradual, 
the old and new energy systems have to work simultaneously during the transition 
period  To make this possible, a logical step could be to adapt the old energy system so 
that it becomes a transitional energy system, which has the flexibility to cope with the 
new energy system as well as having support for the legacy energy system  The three 
power crossover (3PX) concept, the subject of this technological design, intends to 
contribute to the flexibility in the transitional energy grid  Before the 3PX concept is 
explained it is important to know what led us to the current energy system  Therefore 
in the first part of this chapter the history of the energy sector and energy usage in the 
Netherlands will be outlined  The second part will look forward, using and analyzing 
various scenario’s  In Chapter 2 the 3PX concept will be explained, and its advantages 
and disadvantages will be elaborated  Chapter 3 will focus on the proof-of-concept 
engine test bench, which was built to demonstrate the concept  Results of this setup 
will be shown and discussed in Chapter 4  Chapter 5 will introduce the prototype 
and the achieved results  Chapter 6 contains the conclusions, recommendations and 
indications for possible future work 

1.2 History of the Dutch energy system
Before the 1960s the energy distribution in the Netherlands looked quite different 
from now  The changes since then all had to do with the discovery of the large natural 
gas field in the north of the country  The citation below describes what happened after 
the natural gas field was discovered  (Cited from [3]  References can be found in the 
original paper )

“Natural gas has a very special place in the Dutch economy. In the 1960s a large gas 
field was discovered in the north-eastern part of the Netherlands near the village of 
Slochteren in the province of Groningen. The Dutch government acted quickly to take 
advantage of this readily-available energy supply. Rotmans et al. describe the transi-
tion from an economy built on coal to the economy built largely on natural gas that 
exists today. A number of factors were important for the success of the transition.
Globally, natural gas and oil were being hailed as cleaner sources of energy. America 
was flooding the world market with cheap coal and by the early 1960s, the Nether-
lands’ coal mines were unprofitable. With the rise of nuclear power, there was also 
a general expectation that energy supply was secured and the price of energy was 
about to fall dramatically. So when a large gas field was discovered in the north of 
the Netherlands, exploiting it became a political priority. Building on small local city 
grids that had been used to distribute ‘city gas’, the network was rapidly expanded to 
the sophisticated natural gas distribution network present today.
(For a comprehensive overview of the institutional arrangements governing the 
transition from city gas to Groningen gas in the Netherlands see Kaijser’s account.) 
The Netherlands has the highest level of natural gas penetration in the world. Of all 
Dutch homes 97% are heated with this fuel. That is, natural gas has virtually replaced 
coal and oil for household usage. While Dutch households enjoy the convenience of 
gas-fired central heating, cooking and hot water supply, Dutch industry too benefits 
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enormously from the availability of natural gas. Furthermore, the natural gas field 
in Groningen was one of the first to be discovered in Europe and therefore played a 
major role in shaping European gas supply. The Netherlands possesses the largest gas 
reserves in the European Union and supplies nearly 20% of the EU’s total gas con-
sumption. There are 17 export stations, supplying gas to Belgium, France, Germany, 
Italy and Switzerland. “From an early stage, Dutch gas secured a firm position in the 
consumption of European households and industries”.
Recently, however, the pressure in the Groningen field—and consequently the field’s 
capacity—has begun to decline. While the huge Groningen field has had a great 
impact on the Dutch economy, on its own, it would not be sufficient to meet the full 
demand for natural gas in the Netherlands. Thus, the discovery of small fields in 
subsequent years has been equally important. At present, national demand is also 
supplemented by small offshore fields and by imported natural gas.”

The last paragraph is illustrated by Figure 1 1, in which the realized and fore-
casted production of Dutch gas fields is shown  

Figure 1.1: Realized and forecasted production of natural gas (Groningen gas equiva-
lent) in the Netherlands [4].

In the top graph in Figure 1 2 it can be seen that the Netherlands used on average 
1500 PJ/year of energy from natural gas  This has not changed significantly for the 
past 25 years, although the past five years show a slight decrease  As a considerable 
part of the natural gas consumption is used for heating, the fact that 2014, 2015 and 
2016 are three consecutive warmest years record holders, might be of influence [5]  
Both import and export have increased over the past 25 years  If the consumption of 
natural gas remains at the current level, and the national production decreases as dis-
played in Figure 1 1, the amount of imported natural gas has to increase  Although 
the data of the last three years in Figure 1 2 is preliminary, the increase of imported 
natural gas as a result from decreased production can be seen in the last five years  

A similar graph is shown for the electricity production, import, export and con-
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sumption on the bottom of Figure 1 2  Here it can be seen that consumption increased 
almost every year since the nineties  In contrast to natural gas, import and export 
make up for a smaller percentage of the total transported energy 

Figure 1.2: The national production, import, export and consumption of natural gas 
(top) and electricity (bottom) in the Netherlands. Production & Import equals Consump-
tion & Export. Data from [6] (2014,2015 and 2016 are preliminary data). 

The first electricity generation plant in the Netherlands was operational in 1886  It 
was located in Kinderdijk and consisted of a 59 kW steam engine coupled to two 7 5 
kW generators  Its main task was to deliver electricity for 350 lighting points to nearby 
industry and houses  Until the first world war most of the electricity infrastructure 
consisted of local power plants delivering power to a small region in which buildings 
were connected to this plant  In the early 20th century the government decided that 
delivery of electricity was a matter that had to be solved on a provincial scale  This 
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lead to the founding of provincial electricity companies and government organiza-
tions, which took over the municipally controlled electricity production and grids, 
which were then slowly coupled to each other  After the second world war plans were 
made for a national grid and in 1953 the first national grid was realized, as drawn on 
the 1954 map of the Netherlands in Figure 1 3A 

Figure 1.3: The Dutch national 
electricity grid in A) 1954 [7], B) 1981 
[7], and C) 2014 [8].

In the following years the electric-
ity usage increased rapidly, on average 
by 10% per year  Soon it became clear 
that this increase of consumption 
combined with higher power gas tur-
bine electricity plants, led to overloads 
on the national grid  Increasing the 
voltage from 100 kV to 380 kV and 
building new lines led to the second 
national grid, which was largely com-
pleted in the seventies (Figure 1 3B)  
Today these grids are still in use and 
maintained by TenneT (Figure 1 3C)  In 2015 a total of 22 GW of centralized and 12 
GW of decentralized electricity generation was connected to this national electricity 
grid [6] 
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1.3 Energy use in the Netherlands
In 2012 the Netherlands consumed a total of 3270 PJ of energy  Figure 1 4 shows in 
which form this energy was supplied  

344

12581373

140

39
62 54

Energy in The Netherlands 2012 (PJ)

Coal

Oil

Natural Gas

Renewables

Nuclear

Electricity import

Waste and others

Figure 1.4: Total energy usage as function of source in the Netherlands (2012) (1 PJ = 
1 petajoule = 1015 J), data from [9].

What stands out are the two main contributions: natural gas and oil  Together 
they cover 80% of the energy demand in the Netherlands  Oil and its derivatives 
(38%) are mainly used for transportation, including transport by cars, trucks, planes 
and ships  Natural gas (42%) is mainly used for heating and electricity generation  
The amount of coal (11%) is used almost entirely for electricity generation  The part 
with renewables (4%) includes biogas production, renewable heat production and 
renewable electricity generation  

When subdividing the total energy use into sectors, it can be seen that the energy 
usage is almost evenly distributed between three sectors (Figure 1 5) 

Figure 1.5: Percentage of energy consumption by sector, data from [9].
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In Figure 1 6 a Sankey diagram of the energy balance in the Netherlands is shown  
On the left the origin of the energy is stated, on the right it is indicated where the 
energy is used  The “houses and small industry” part from Figure 1 5 is the sum of 
“Agriculture“, “Households“ and “Services“  The upper left part, “Production”, shows 
the produced amount in the Netherlands, which is mainly natural gas combined with 
a small amount of oil 

Figure 1.6: Sankey diagram of the energy balance in the Netherlands (2010), data 
from [10]. 

The largest part of the nationally mined natural gas (65%) is consumed directly by 
houses and small industry  The rest of the produced natural gas is used for electricity 
generation, half of which is again used by houses and small industry  This combined 
makes natural gas the leading energy source for these sectors  The declining natural 
gas production will therefore pose more challenges to these sectors, as the energy 
sources will shift to being more diverse (such as in large industry) or based on import 
(such as in transport)  

In this thesis the choice was made to focus on the “Houses and small industry”  
It could be assumed that diversification of the energy sources, or becoming more 
dependent on imported energy, will simultaneously lead to including the maximum 
amount of renewable energy sources  A large share of the renewable energy genera-
tion in the Netherlands has to be generated locally (e g  solar panels), as it can only be 
partly generated centrally (e g  wind farms)  The “Houses and small industry” sector 
is geographically distributed over the Netherlands, which means that a big part of 
the decentral energy generation is directly coupled to this sector  This decentraliza-
tion poses new challenges on many different fronts, including the distribution grids  
Together with the large costs for society required to construct, maintain and adapt 
these grids, it means that the stakes are high and dedicated research has to be done in 
order to prevent rapid depreciation of energy grid investments  

This being said, other sectors cannot be ignored completely because they all 
have interaction with each other  The energy consumed by transport also includes 
automotive fuels  In the average household energy budget a large piece is used for 
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transport by car  Large industry is necessary for creating the items that are used, for 
example building materials for houses  While it is of importance that these sectors are 
also transformed by using energy and materials that emit less greenhouse gases, these 
sectors are beyond the scope of this thesis, which focusses on a possible solution for 
an individual household 

1.4 Energy usage of Dutch households
In 2012 the average Dutch household used 1316 m3 of natural gas and 3250 kWh of 
electricity  In total, for the whole of the Netherlands, this corresponds to 313 PJ of 
natural gas and 89 PJ of electricity  Furthermore, a total of 10 PJ of district heating 
was used  Another 10 PJ was generated from local renewable sources, divided into 
86% of biomass for heating and 14% of photovoltaic electricity generation  All com-
bined this leads to the inflow of energy depicted in Figure 1 7 

Natural gas
313 PJ (1316 m3)

Electricity
89 PJ (3250 kWh)

Renewable
10 PJ (1.3 GJ)

Distributed heat
10 PJ (1.3 GJ)

Figure 1.7: Energy inflow of households in the Netherlands, in total and as average per 
house, data from [9].

In Figure 1 8 a pie diagram shows the energy usage per end use of a typical single 
house in the Netherlands 
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Figure 1.8: Energy usage inside a typical Dutch house, data from [9], [11]. 

The yellow area is delivered by natural gas, the purple by electricity  It can be 
seen that over 75% of the energy a typical household uses, is delivered by natural 
gas  The largest part is consumed by heating the house  Heating water and cooking 
contributes to the rest of the natural gas consumption  Heating is indirectly also the 
biggest part in the electricity usage, because in “washing & drying”, “Heating and 
warm water”, and “Cooking” the majority of the electricity is used for heating  The 
big share of natural gas in Figure 1 8 illustrates once more the importance of natural 
gas for Dutch households  

Next to the “house-bound” energy, a significant portion of energy is used for 
mobility  Currently, this part is largely used by petrol and diesel powered passenger 
cars  However with the expected increase of electric drivetrain passenger cars in the 
Netherlands, this mobility portion is slowly added to the household electricity con-
sumption  In the Netherlands, 99 2 billion kilometers were driven in 2012 [9]  This 
number increased over the past decades and for the last few years it appears to top 
off  Road transport used 463 PJ worth of transport fuels in 2012  Approximately 250 
PJ thereof is used by passenger cars  As 71 4% of all households owns one or more 
car(s) [9], it seems fair to say that the typical Dutch household has a car  Also, other 
transport movements are not included as they are mostly used for transporting goods 
(e g  trucks, and ships) or hard to allocate per household (e g  airplanes, busses, and 
trains)  In Figure 1 9 private transport is included in the energy consumption of a 
typical household, it accounts for 38% on the energy balance 
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Figure 1.9: The energy consumption in 2012 of an average Dutch household, including 
private transport, data from [9].

26%

31%

43%

CO2 emissions of an average 
household per energy carrier

Electricity

Natural Gas

Transport fuel

Figure 1.10: The percentages of CO2 emissions in 2012 of an average households per 
energy carrier for the three main energy carriers, data from [9].

Figure 1 10 shows the precentages of CO2 emission of an average Dutch house-
hold and can be directly compared with Figure 1 9  It shows that, while electricity 
accounts for only 14% of the total energy use, it is responsible for 26% of the CO2 
emission  This is not strange because there are significant losses in the generation and 
to some extent in the transport of electricity  Another factor is that in the Netherlands 
part of the electricity generation is fueled by coal  As the composition of coal has a 
large share of carbon atoms, the CO2 emission per unit of energy is 95% higher than 
for natural gas [12]  This explains why for natural gas only 31% of CO2 is produced 
for 48% of the energy  Additionally, transport losses for natural gas are relatively low 

Private transportation is the biggest contributor to the CO2 emission of an average 
household  For transport fuels the CO2 emission per unit of energy is slightly above 
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average, giving 43% of the emission for 38% of the energy usage  Unfortunately, 
transportation losses of transport fuels are not taken into account, as they could not 
be found for the Dutch fuel market  This should be considered when comparing the 
transport fuel emissions to the electric and natural gas emissions 

1.5 Future energy demands and energy systems
Although the main focus in this thesis is on the Netherlands, the effects of the 
emission of greenhouse gases are a worldwide problem  This becomes even more 
clear when the danger sheet of the IPCC is reviewed [1]; the GHG emissions of the 
western world, from the start of the industrialisation until now, have influenced 
the number of extreme weather cases all over the world  The prediction is that the 
occurrence of these extreme events will increase drastically as the world is slowly 
heating up  To minimize climate change, all sorts of measures and regulations are 
made all over the world  For gaining more insight into the effects of climate treaties 
(e g  Paris agreement and Kyoto protocol) and actions (e g  subsidies on renewable 
energy production), scenarios can be used 

Scenarios are ways of rationalizing different futures that can be foreseen at this 
moment, assuming various global developments in society  In this manner they 
become a tool to make robust choices for the future  Especially for institutions that 
develop and decide on long term policies or investments (e g  governments, invest-
ment firms, grid operators, etc ), calculating the risks, also in the most extreme 
scenario’s, will provide them with better long term business strategies  A scenario 
sketches an estimate of future developments in a field of interest, on the basis of 
hypothetical concurrent developments in influential parameters  Looking into the 
future is never an exact science as it is constantly changing and involving itself  So in 
order to say anything about the future the most influential variables of importance in 
the field of the scenario, called “key parameters”, need to be identified  Once identi-
fied, it can be estimated how they change and in what way their change might affect 
the future 

As industries operating in the energy sector make many long term investments, 
many scenarios are available in this sector  In the framework of this thesis, a review 
of 30 different energy scenarios was compiled [13]  In the first part of this work six 
key parameters were defined  Almost all energy scenarios evolve around these key 
parameters, while still having a different outcome  Even though it may be impossible 
to reliably predict future trends in the key parameters, the consequences of changing 
these key parameters are found to be relatively predictable  
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The identified key parameters for energy scenarios are:
• Gross domestic product
• New technologies
• Climate change threats
• Nuclear energy
• International cooperation
• Security of supply

The scenarios are ordered on total energy use and electricity use  Most scenarios 
have a scope till 2050 and see a rise in total worldwide energy use  Further similarities 
exist in the assumptions underlying the studied scenarios, such as a growth of world 
population, growth in comfort and a trend towards renewables  Most scenarios pro-
vide numerical estimates on energy use, electricity use, carbon emission and main 
type of fuel resource  In Figure 1 11, 14 different world scenarios are plotted  The 
remaining 16 scenarios were mostly local scenarios, focused on The Netherlands, 
Japan, US, UK and other parts of Europe, which made it hard to compare them to the 
worldwide scenarios 

Figure 1.11: Comparison for worldwide electricity generation, energy demand, CO2 
emission and energy source of 14 different world scenarios for the year 2050, adapted 
from [13].

The size of each bubble in Figure 1 11 represents the global CO2 emissions (Gt/
year) emitted into the atmosphere for that specific scenario  The horizontal axis 
represents the estimated total energy demand (EJ/year) of the world, also referred 
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to as “primary energy”  The vertical axis represents the estimated total worldwide 
electricity generation (PWh/year)  The colour of a bubble indicates the main energy 
source or the most increasing future energy source in the scenario concerned  In the 
colour circle right of the graph the legend of the different energy sources is displayed; 
above it is the legend for the bubble size  

It is interesting to notice that in these independently developed scenarios there 
appears to be a relation between energy demand and electricity generation, indicated 
by the dashed blue line  This relation would imply that in this range 20% of all world-
wide energy use will come from electricity, no matter how much energy is used  
In the scenario’s with the least amount of CO2 (BEA/SDA and [R]evolution), this 
fraction is almost twice as large, mainly due to the increase in wind and solar energy 
production  On the other side, the linear relation also predicts that 60% to 80% of 
all energy used by the year 2050 is to come from non-electric sources  The current 
usage (approx  560 EJ/year primary energy and 24 PWh/year of electricity) is not in 
this chart, it would be drawn just under the linear relation  One could argue that in 
the coming years the energy carrier should shift from fossil fuel to electricity, as most 
renewable energy sources primarily generate electricity (e g  photovoltaic, wind, 
hydro)  However the linear relation shows that most global scenario’s do not foresee 
such an extreme shift  Also, if society holds on to the current pace of transitioning 
to renewable energy sources, all investigated scenarios state that society has to keep 
using fossil fuels on a worldwide scale for the coming decades 

Another trend is that almost every scenario predicts that the source of electric-
ity is diversified  This diversification is in most scenarios reached by decentralised 
production methods, such as solar power, wind power or micro-combined heat and 
power (micro-CHP)  In a CHP device, electricity is co-generated with heat  This is 
common practice in the greenhouse industry, where natural gas is burned to create 
heat and electricity  The heat is used in the greenhouses to stimulate plant growth 
and the electricity that is not directly used, is fed onto the electricity grid  When CHP 
devices are used on a domestic scale they are called micro-CHP 

As a last remark, it can be assumed that the amount of comfort will only increase 
in the future  People have an aversion towards a decrease in comfort and in most sce-
narios it is assumed that we will be inventive enough to have an increase in standard 
of living  Although there is much debate in literature about the correlation between 
gross domestic product and electricity consumption, this correlation should not hold 
anymore if renewables are to become our main energy source  

1.6 The energy transition
As one of the possibilities to lower greenhouse gas emissions, society should be striv-
ing to maximize the amount of renewable energy that can be generated and used  
In the transition towards a fully renewable energy system, more photovoltaic and 
wind energy production capacity is installed every day  The downside is that this 
leads to a mismatch between supply and demand of electricity  Steering the con-
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sumption by adjusting the price of energy is called “Energy demand management” 
or “Demand-side response”  This mechanism can, to a certain level, mitigate the 
mismatch between supply and demand in the near future  The energy transition has 
a significant impact on the operation management of grid operators  The constructed 
underground infrastructure normally has an economic lifespan of 40 years, and the 
technical lifetime might be even longer  However, the timescale of the energy transi-
tion is currently shorter, making it hard to make predictable equitable investments  
Some of the questions that grid operators face are: Will natural gas pipe lines that 
are currently installed still be needed in the next decades? How much capacity do 
electricity cables need in order to cope with future electricity supply and demand? 
Will more cars become electric in the next decade, and what impact will this have? 
Will nuclear fission technology break through, and what effects could it have? Will 
it become possible to utilize solar parks in the Sahara and use superconducting long 
distance lines to use hydro power plants as a buffer?

As concluded in section 1 5, fossil fuels will probably be around for the coming 
decades  However, if climate change is to be kept to a minimum we need to decrease 
the amount of greenhouse gases  Making the correct choices in energy use, such as 
proper insulation, turning off unused devices and utilizing the most efficient devices, 
are measures that have to be taken, no matter which direction the transition takes  
Other non-carbon emitting energy sources (such as nuclear energy and carbon stor-
age and sequestration (CCS) enabled plants) can be used, however these each have 
their own downsides 

Looking at Figure 1 9, it can be seen that if all the energy used by households 
would come via the residential electricity grids, the capacity of these grids has to be 
increased  The well to wheel efficiency of passenger cars will increase if they change 
from fossil fuel drivelines to electric drivelines and on the heating side, heat pumps 
have a higher rated efficiency  However, even if the energy need for both would be 
halved due to the improvement of the efficiency, the electricity grid has to be able to 
transport at least three times as much energy than what it currently does  On top of 
that, the design of the electric grids is not only dimensioned on average transported 
energy but also on peak power  It is predicted that power peaks due to simultaneously 
charging cars, photovoltaic energy generation or utilizing heat pumps can lead to 
congestion or shortages on the electricity grids [28]  If these problems can be (partly) 
solved with (local) flexibility, society has to invest less into strengthening the electric-
ity grid  This again underlines the importance of energy flexibility  

To support the energy transition, the amount of renewable energy that can be 
fed into the energy grids should be maximized  This means that on the consumer 
side, one should focus on energy -savings, -awareness and -flexibility  The flexibility 
aspect is also an issue on a national scale, since both energy demand by the popula-
tion and energy supply by renewable sources (including photovoltaic, wind and tidal) 
are intermittent and not necessarily synchronous  To accommodate the maximum 
contribution of these intermittent sources while at the same time maintaining supply 
security, the energy transport system has to become more flexible [14]  Also, consumer 
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devices should become more flexible so that their energy use can be tuned better to 
the instantaneous supply  In western European households, the major energy sinks 
are heating (residence and tap water), electrical appliances (washing machine/dryer, 
A/V, etc  ) and mobility (the car)  The heating boiler, electrical appliances and car 
are, with some exceptions, currently separate units; benefits can be obtained if they 
would be combined and connected with the goal to increase energy flexibility 

Because of regulations, real estate developers are looking for alternatives to 
the currently standard natural gas boiler  Preferably these alternatives should be 
more efficient and more flexible in energy use to cope better with the intermittent 
energy supply  In addition to these two properties, cost is important; this is the main 
motivation for adoption by consumers [15]  In general, it can be stated that many 
heating concepts are either flexible, based on the amount of modulation and start-up 
time, with the drawback that they are relatively fuel inefficient (e g  central heating 
boilers), or they are fuel efficient with as drawback that they are less flexible (e g  
fuel cell)  When a concept is both efficient and flexible, it usually requires a large 
investment with a long return on investment, making them economically unfeasible 
(e g  micro-CHP)  An overview of several heating concepts can be found in appendix 
A, where the emissions and costs of these concepts are presented  Combinations that 
are economically feasible, fuel efficient and flexible have not been found 

This thesis presents a technological design which might fill this gap, as will be 
further explained in Chapter 2  The new design decreases investment costs by using 
a device already available to many households as a micro-CHP: the hybrid car  A 
hybrid car already has most of the required parts needed in a micro-CHP  The pro-
cess of turning fossil fuel into useable energy can take various routes  As heat is the 
most basic form of energy, and therefore the least valuable, it is often seen as a loss in 
many processes  Other energy forms, such as electric energy, can be used for multiple 
purposes and are therefore more highly valued  A micro-CHP principally transforms 
natural gas (chemical energy carrier) into electricity and only secondarily into heat; 
not all energy is transformed straightaway into heat, in contrast with a common 
household boiler 

The technological design concept described in this thesis can provide a step for-
ward in the energy transition  It increases domestic energy flexibility by combining 
the domestic energy flows with a hybrid car  The form of the hybrid is preferably 
an Extended Range Electric Vehicle (EREV), but a Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicle 
(PHEV) might also prove positive results  The connection to the household creates 
an efficient and flexible way to convert natural gas into heat and electricity  The 
assumption is that the household that uses this new concept already has a hybrid 
car available for use; thus, additional investments are relatively low  The number 
of electric and hybrid cars has strongly increased in the Netherlands over the past 
years: from 39 585 in January 2010 to 245 427 in January 2017 [16]  Although tax 
deductions are a reason for this popularity, it is expected that the amount of hybrid 
cars suitable for the new concept will continue to increase in the near future due to 
stricter emission rules  Hybrid cars are usually technologically advanced and opti-
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mized towards efficiency, usability, lifetime, weight, noise, etc  This makes these cars 
immediately suitable for the intended purpose without the need for large investments 
in research and hardware 

To conclude this chapter the main question of this thesis is presented:
“Can the Three Power Crossover (3PX) concept be used to effectively and efficiently 

provide a household with heat, electricity and mobility?”
The 3PX concept is the name for the technological design described in this thesis, 

and will be presented in detail in the next chapter  Effectivity is measured by ease of 
use, financial attractiveness and the viability of the concept  Efficiency is measured 
by the efficiency of different sub-components and the overall system efficiency  A 
household is defined as an average household in the Netherlands  Energy usage of a 
household is defined as the usage of three energy sinks: mobility, heating and elec-
tric devices  Other, mostly indirect, energy sinks of a household are not taken into 
account  Secondary questions that are also discussed in this thesis include: Can the 
concept utilize its inherent flexibility to exploit the strengths and weaknesses of the 
Dutch energy grids? Can the 3PX concept be a link between the grids and act as an 
added flexibility parameter in the grids? What components are needed for using the 
3PX concept?

In order to answer these questions, two experimental setups have been built  A 
test bench setup, further discussed in Chapter 3 has been used to mainly provide 
information regarding efficiency  The proof of concept is provided by the working 
prototype, described in Chapter 5  Although conceptually both setups look alike, and 
the prototype could have provided satisfactory information by itself, the test bench 
setup has proven to be invaluable during the course of this research  The key conclu-
sion of this work will be presented in Chapter 6: the 3PX concept can produce cheaper, 
less polluting and more flexible energy while fulfilling the same energy demand  This 
is achieved by a higher combined efficiency, using fuel that produces less CO2 and less 
energy transport losses  
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Chapter 2:  The Three Power Crossover 
(3PX) concept

2.1 Explaining the concept
In this chapter the 3PX concept is explained in detail  Calculations are presented to 
determine whether the energy conversion rates inside a plug-in hybrid car are in the 
same order as the power usage of a household  An estimation of the component effi-
ciencies is derived from literature, and CO2 emissions are compared to other heating 
appliances for various energy scenario’s  Simulations are performed to match the 
energy demand of a household to the 3PX concept  The results of the simulations 
show that for the selected “average” household, two-thirds of the yearly electricity 
usage can be provided by the 3PX concept  For this household the 3PX concept leads 
to a decrease in energy costs of € 600 (-37%) and a reduction of 1500 kg (-40%) in 
CO2 emission  The decrease in costs and CO2 for driving a CNG hybrid instead of a 
petrol powered car are not included in these numbers 

The Three Power Crossover (3PX) concept integrates the three major energy 
consumers (as shown in Figure 1 9) in typical households into a single network  It’s 
heart is based on a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle with a natural-gas-fueled range 
extender  A range extender is a device that converts fuel into electricity, which is 
normally used if the battery has insufficient charge to complete the journey  Cur-
rently, the most common type of range extender consists of a generator, powered by a 
petrol-fueled internal combustion engine (ICE)  In the proposed method this ICE is 
natural-gas-fueled, to allow its integration into the domestic energy grid and reduce 
operating costs  The hybrid car will be connected to the household by a dedicated 
connector, which provides cooling and natural gas at low pressure (30 mbar) to the 
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hybrid car  It will be connected in a similar fashion to the, currently standardized, 
Mennekes type 2 electrical charging connector  

The hybrid car becomes the central energy conversion point, it not only con-
sumes energy for providing mobility (which is how we currently look at cars), but it 
also converts natural or bio- gas into the other forms of energy the household needs: 
heating and electricity 

To enable the hybrid car as the central energy conversion point, the hybrid car is 
connected to the house in order to transfer three energy flows (Figure 2 1): 

• Electricity: to feed electricity to the home or the grid, or to charge the car’s 
battery 

• Natural gas: to greatly decrease operating costs compared to automotive 
fuels 

• Heat: to cool the engine and heat the house 

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the 3PX concept, in which a hybrid car is integrated into 
a the energy system of a household. The yellow lines represent electricity, the green lines 
natural gas, the blue (cold) and red (warm) represent water flow.

The household that will use this concept, should have connections to both the 
natural gas grid as well as to the electricity grid  In the Netherlands this is the case 
for practically all households  Preferably, these grid connections are “smart”, meaning 
there are possibilities to communicate about price of the energy and capacity on the 
grid  Based on this data the control systems integrated in the household and/or in 
the 3PX enabled car, can optimize the strategy on when to enable which energy flow  
By connecting the car to the electricity grid and the natural gas grid, a “crossover” is 
made between the three largest CO2 sources of a household: mobility, electrical appli-
ances and heating (see Figure 2 1 and Figure 2 2); therefore, the concept is baptized 

“Three Power Crossover”, abbreviated to “3PX” 
By using the generator-engine components of a hybrid vehicle, a house can be 
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heated when heat is required, or heat can be stored in a heat buffer for later use  The 
simultaneously generated electricity can be used in any combination of electricity 
consumers (i e  charging the battery of the hybrid car, running household appliances 
or feedback into the regional grid)  The heat storage is needed to provide the house-
hold with heat if the car is not connected the house 

During generation of electricity, the car essentially functions as a micro-CHP 
system, with all associated benefits  This increases the efficiency of the overall energy 
system, as demand for both heat and electricity can be matched locally  The pro-
posed fuel, natural gas, has less transport losses than electricity, petrol (US: gasoline) 
or heat  This can partly be illustrated by Figure 2 3  In this figure the “well-to-pump“ 
efficiencies of various fuels are displayed  Here it can be seen that CNG can be trans-
ported with relatively low losses compared to other fuels  A possible reason is that, 
when using traditional methods, natural gas starts at a considerable pressure at the 
well  The most efficient way to transport natural gas is by using pipes from the pro-
duction side to the consumer  During this transport the pressure will drop  Therefore, 
if long distances have to be bridged, boosters are installed, which are, together with 
leakages, the only energy sinks for transporting natural gas  Another difference is 
that the product that is produced at the well is close to the end product that is deliv-
ered to the consumer  This is in contrast to petrol, for which there are numerous 
energy consuming steps required to produce it from the crude oil that is produced 
at the well 
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Figure 2.2: An artist impression of the 3PX concept. The arrows indicate energy 
transfers. The cutout on top indicates that the connected vehicle is an hybrid electric 
vehicle, the smart meter indicates the daily savings.
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Figure 2 3 shows efficiencies, not absolute CO2 emissions  This implies, for 
instance, that while solar photovoltaic (PV) derived hydrogen has a relatively low 
efficiency, it still produces only a fraction of CO2 emissions compared to, for instance, 
diesel  Natural gas has the least amount of CO2 produced per unit of heat compared 
to other fossil fuels  The effect on emissions is further elaborated in section 2 4 

Figure 2.3:  Well-to-pump energy efficiencies of various fuels [17]. On the x-axis sev-
eral fuels are displayed: RFG is reformulated gasoline, GH2 is gaseous hydrogen, LH2 is 
liquid hydrogen and EtOH is ethanol. On the y-axis the percentage of energy is displayed 
which is left over when it is in the tank of the vehicle.

Besides decreasing greenhouse gas emissions, the 3PX concept increases the 
amount of fluctuating renewable electricity that can be fed into the electricity grids  
When the electricity produced by PV panels in the Netherlands exceeds 10 GWp 
(gigawatt peak), local electricity grids might be unable to balance demand and supply, 
which will lead to curtailment of renewable sources from the grid [18]  When using 
the 3PX concept, the batteries of the hybrid car can be charged depending on the 
status of the grid’s supply  In contrast to a BEV, the hybrid car does not have to be 
charged as full as possible in order to provide mobility  This means that charging can 
be delayed until there is enough electricity available  On the supply side, it will be 
possible to start the genset of the hybrid car when there is a shortage of electricity on 
the (local) grids, meaning that an almost instant load balancing mechanism is avail-
able to the grids  The simultaneously produced heat can be stored in a heat buffer, 
which will function similarly to heat buffers used in thermal solar systems  Both 
operating modes prevent curtailment of renewable sources and consequential loss of 
generated renewable electricity [19] 

When the hybrid vehicle is connected to the natural gas grid of the household, 
the cogeneration of electricity and heat decreases energy costs  In section 2 6 this 
advantage is further elaborated  The hybrid car is fueled by CNG when it is operating 
in range extender mode  CNG has a lower cost per km than petrol, and thus operat-
ing costs are decreased  It was chosen to use only one fuel, which has the advantage 
that the engine can be optimized for this particular fuel  For methane (the major 
component in natural gas), the research octane number (RON) is 120, compared to 
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a RON of 95 for regular petrol in Europe  A higher RON means that a spark ignition 
combustion engine can have an increased compression ratio which leads to a higher 
engine efficiency  

Drawbacks of the 3PX concept include the necessity of a parking space close to 
the grid connected house  The parking space needs to have enough ventilation to 
cope with the exhaust gases; solutions include an open parking spot, a garage with 
forced ventilation or a carport  Furthermore, local CO2 emissions increase, as more 
natural gas is used locally  On the regulatory side, tax rules are not yet introduced on 
this topic, a prospect which might be threatening for both using the car as a heating 
system and using domestic natural gas to charge the car, therefore by-passing excise 
tax  Regulatory changes might become significant in the future, but this is beyond the 
scope of this work  

2.2 Component dimensioning
To maximize the efficiency, the dimensions of the hybrid car should be matched to 
the energy demand of the household  The natural-gas-fueled range extender should 
be dimensioned in such a way that it can provide domestic heating, electricity and 
mobility as efficiently as possible  In this section arguments are presented for the 
dimensioning of the internal combustion engine and generator package (also referred 
to as “genset”), with the boundary condition that it must be able to run on a domestic 
low pressure natural gas grid connection  

When using the hybrid car for mobility purposes, the range extender, running on 
CNG, should provide enough electricity to keep the battery at a sufficient state-of-
charge (SOC)  Brake energy can be recuperated to a certain extent, which implies that 
the genset should be dimensioned such that it can sustain an average speed, instead of 
a maximum speed  With 15 kW of electrical power, the achievable continuous speed 
is 90 km/h, which is twice as high as the average speed of drives made in Europe [20]  
However, it is assumed that customers will not buy a car that cannot permanently 
sustain a highway speed  Therefore, the aim is to use a genset that can produce 30 kW  
This allows a continuous driving speed of 130 km/h for a car with normal friction 
parameters  Top speed can be higher (depending on the maximum power of the elec-
tric drive motor); however, it cannot be sustained for a long time (depending on the 
capacity of the battery)  Although 30 kW is the desired maximum power, the power 
production at the highest efficiency point should be lower; 6 kW would be optimal, as 
this is the power needed to maintain the average speed in Europe  Therefore the most 
efficient electrical generation point should be in the range between 6 and 15 kW, with 
a minimum capability of 30 kW to maintain a continuous highway speed 

Increasing the maximum power and, usually coupled to that, the most efficient 
operating point of the genset, decreases the overall efficiency of the system, as the 
engine will operate more frequently below the maximum efficiency point  Alterna-
tively, an oversized genset can be intermittently operated in the maximum efficiency 
point  The drawback of this operating strategy is that it leads to increased charging/
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discharging losses  Another drawback of oversizing the genset is that it increases 
weight, also leading to a lower overall efficiency  Decreasing the maximum power 
of the genset increases efficiency, with as downside that the maximum sustainable 
driving speed becomes lower 

With a balanced genset, uphill driving becomes problematic if the batteries are 
depleted  A possible solution is to have intelligent control systems working together 
with navigation systems to ensure batteries are sufficiently charged to complete the 
uphill run  Towing trailers or heavy payloads increase this effect  

A normal household electricity connection (3x25A) has a maximum capacity of 
17 kW, which should be sufficient to feed electricity into the grid when the genset is 
running on its maximum efficiency point, as suggested above  A regular natural gas 
connection can deliver a maximum of 6 m3/h (58 6 kW) which is enough to generate 
approximately 20 kW of electrical energy  Therefore, the household grid connections 
can cope with the 3PX energy flows without significant adaptations  It should be 
noted that if the 3PX concept is widely used, the current energy grids may be unable 
to cope with these energy flows, where the electricity grid will first be overloaded  
However, because of the flexibility of the concept, intelligent balancing of smart grids 
can be used in order to prevent the grids from overloading 

Contemplating the possibilities of the 3PX concept from a more global view, it 
can be argued that 3PX can be beneficial for the energy system in general  Due to 
differences in seasons, the concept combines good with PV panels  During winter PV 
panels produce less electricity, while the heat demand of a household is high  This 
will be further elaborated in section 2 5  However more benefits can be found in the 
flexible operation of the 3PX concept; the hybrid car can deliver enough electrical 
energy to the grid to be able to mitigate local electricity unbalances  Also the startup 
time of the genset is in the order of minutes, a timeframe in which, when instant 
electricity is needed, the batteries inside the hybrid car can easily bridge  During 
startup there will already be partial electricity production, which means the batteries 
will only be slightly discharged in this startup process  When the heat buffer is full 
and price of electricity is still very high compared to the price of natural gas then heat 
can expelled by using the radiator  Combining multiple series of 3PX systems, could 
potentially balance the electricity grid locally instead of on the current national 
scale  This could potentially decrease the financial value of large power plants due to 
decreased prices on the power spot markets 
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2.3 Efficiency calculation
With the power limits introduced above, the conversion efficiencies are needed to 
calculate the energy in- and out-flows  The mechanical efficiency of a combustion 
engine is defined as the ratio of the power output delivered at the crankshaft to power 
input (heating value of natural gas per unit of time),
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The efficiency of the generator is defined as the power input to the crankshaft 
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in which U and I are the generated DC voltage and current 
Since the generator will directly be connected to the crankshaft of the engine, 

there are negligible transmission losses  Losses are also incurred by the inverter, which 
converts the generated electricity into an usable voltage (and frequency if required) 
so it can be fed into the battery or the grid  Generator and inverter efficiencies of 90% 
and 95%, respectively, are values that are realistic in currently available commercial 
inverters [21]  An natural gas Otto engine efficiency of 39% is an achievable assump-
tion according to literature, and this is not expected to increase due to the physical 
limits of the Otto engine [22]  With these values we end up at a net electric efficiency 
of:

 3 0.33.E engine generator inverterη η η η= ⋅ ⋅ = (2.3) 

The losses, in this case, are not seen as losses but as useable heat, as it can be 
transported into the household for heating purposes  Generally in an Otto-cycle ICE, 
one third of the input energy is transformed into mechanical energy and two third is 
transformed into thermal energy (usually considered to be losses), the heat efficiency 
(η3E) is set to 0 66 including heat of condensation 

2.4 Emission scenarios
To further explore the emissions and thermodynamics of the 3PX concept, the fol-
lowing parameter study is presented  Here, the CO2 emissions are offset against the 
energy required to heat a house  Three different scenarios are investigated:

A The current energy scenario
B The all-gas electricity generation scenario
C The heat pump household scenario
These scenarios have been chosen to demonstrate the current and more extreme, 

yet possible, foreseeable future energy scenarios  In all scenarios, both the emissions 
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with and without usage of the 3PX concept are presented and compared to each other 
“The current energy scenario” is based on the Dutch energy production and con-

sumption figures of 2014 [9]  “The all-gas electricity generation scenario” embodies 
the minimum amount of electricity-related CO2 production using fossil fuels  Instead 
of a fuel mix including coal and oil, electricity is only produced by high-efficiency 
natural-gas-fueled power plants  For the 3PX concept, this would mean that the 
feedback of electricity into the grid saves less CO2, making the concept less beneficial 
in decreasing GHG emissions  “The heat pump household” is the situation in which 
the domestic heat demand is generated by heat pumps, except for the 3PX connected 
households  

A) The current energy scenario
In Table 2 1, some key parameters for the current energy situation are presented 

Table 2.1: The basic key parameters of the current energy situation; see text for details. 

Parameter Value Symbol

HR overall efficiency [-] 1 05 ηHR++

3PX E-efficiency [-] 0 33 η3E

3PX W-efficiency [-] 0 66 η3W

Natural gas CO2 [g/MJ] 57 mCO2,G

Electricity CO2 [g/MJ] 169 mCO2,E

The HR overall efficiency is based on the combined heating and tap water spec-
ification of a representative boiler [23]  This efficiency is defined using the lower 
heating value of natural gas  The exhaust gases are cooled down to below 373 K; 
therefore, the heat of condensation (water in the exhaust gases which transform from 
gaseous state to the liquid state) can also be used  This allows an overall efficiency in 
excess of 100%  η3W is based on the hypothetical heat efficiency of the 3PX concept  
mCO2,G is the mass of CO2 produced per MJ of energy obtained from complete natural 
gas combustion  It is based on the combustion properties of Dutch natural gas and 
includes estimated production and transport losses [24]  mCO2,E is the mass of CO2 
that is produced per MJ of grid electricity  For this value there are two numbers, 
one including renewable produced electricity, giving an average of the Netherlands, 
and a second excluding renewable produced electricity  As renewable energy is to 
be used before non-renewable energy, locally produced electricity will currently not 
lead to curtailment of renewable energy, but to load decreasing in fossil fuel power 
plants  It is therefore chosen to use the second one, including grid transport to the 
households, as the mass of CO2 per produced MJ of electricity [25] 
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The specific CO2 emission per MJ of heat produced by a regular high-efficiency 
boiler is then:

2,
2,

 
54 g / MJ.CO G

co HR
HR

m
m

η ++

= = (2.4) 

The total CO2 emission of 3PX consists of the amount of CO2 that is produced by 
burning natural gas inside the engine, minus the CO2 saved due to the concurrent 
production of electricity  The former is given by:

2,3 2,
3

1 86 g / MJ.co W CO G
W

m m
η

= ⋅ = (2.5) 

The CO2 production is higher than that of a natural gas boiler because 3PX has a 
lower thermal output  However, 3PX generates electricity simultaneously with heat, 
with a relative efficiency of 𝜂3E divided by 𝜂3W  This electricity is put into the grid, 
leading to a CO2 reduction of:

3
2,3 2,

3

85 g / MJ.E
co E CO E

W

m mη
η

= − ⋅ = −
(2.6) 

This adds up to a virtually zero net production of CO2: 

2, 3 2,3 2,3 1 g / MJ.co T co W co Em m m= + = (2.7) 

Here it is assumed that the electricity is used in the vicinity of the location where 
it is generated, so that transportation losses are negligible 

B) The all-gas electricity generation scenario
This scenario is based on the hypothesis that in the near future all electricity will be 
generated by high-efficiency natural gas plants (𝜂=0 60)  Generating electricity will 
then be accompanied by 100 g/MJ instead of 169 g/MJ CO2 emission, both including 
95% electric transport efficiency  Using equations (2 6),(2 7), mCO2,3E then becomes 

-50 g/MJ which leads to an overall emission of 36 g/MJ when using the 3PX system  
This is still significantly lower than the 54 g/MJ of the HR++ boiler 

C )The heat pump scenario
In the heat pump scenario, electrically powered water-water heat pumps are used for 
heating  For this analysis, an overall efficiency of ηHP=3 34 was assumed, which is 
derived from a commercially available heat pump [26]  This value is above 1 because 
in this case the efficiency is defined as thermal energy divided by the electric energy  
The source for the thermal energy, usually water or air, is not included in this equa-
tion  Furthermore it is assumed that 73% of the energy is used for heating rooms 
and 27% for warm tap water and emergency heating  The efficiency of the heatpump 
might change when using different brands or types, however the variation in effi-
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ciency between different devices is usually low, which justifies using this indicative 
value for further calculations  The specific CO2 production of a heat pump can then 
be calculated with:

2,
2,

 
51 g / MJ.CO E

co HP
HP

m
m

η
= =

(2.8) 

Such a specific CO2 emission is comparable to that of current HR boilers  Combining 
the heat pump scenario with the all-gas electricity generation scenario would reduce 
the specific CO2 emission further down to 30 g/MJ 

Figure 2.4: Emissions per heating concept as a function of the electricity mix

The three scenarios are summarized in Figure 2 4  Here the CO2 emission of 
three different heating concepts are shown against the average electricity mix  The 
electricity mix in 2014 emitted 169 g/MJ of CO2, with this electricity mix, the 3PX 
concept emits less CO2 then a heat pump or a HR boiler  The emission of a HR boiler 
is not coupled to the electricity mix, therefore it is a straight line  The break-even 
point between the 3PX technology and a heat pump is at a mCO2,E of 108 g/MJ, rather 
close to the value of 100 g/MJ given for the all-gas scenario, but still far away from 
the current 169 g/MJ  With high market prices for natural gas and low prices for coal, 
unless regulation restricts the use of coal, it is not probable that an all-gas electricity 
supply will become reality in the coming decennium  In this period where non-re-
newable electricity generation has a CO2 emission in excess of 108 g/MJ the 3PX 
concept is a less polluting concept then a heat pump or a HR boiler 

Emission reduction while driving
The genset inside the hybrid car is to be used for multiple purposes in the 3PX phi-
losophy  When the battery is depleted during driving, the genset will run in range 
extender mode  Most current hybrid cars are petrol-fueled; when this is replaced by 
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natural gas, the CO2 reduction can be calculated as follows:

2 2, 2, 16 g / MJ.co CO G CO Pm m m= − = − (2.9) 

For simplicity, engine efficiencies for both fuels are assumed to be equal  In an effi-
cient hybrid vehicle, 150 MJ is used for driving 100 km on fuel  Using data from Table 
2 1 and Table 2 2 it can be calculated that every 100 km, 2 4 kg of CO2 can be saved 
by switching fuel 

2.5 Simulations
For day-to-day validation of the 3PX concept, a simulation was performed in Matlab  
For this simulation, anonymized energy metering data was obtained from 77 differ-
ent households in the Netherlands  After analyzing the data, a single household was 
chosen for further calculations on the grounds that it showed good consistency in 
data, and that the house is well insulated  The measurements show that this house-
hold has photovoltaic panels installed, making it a good reference for modern and 
future houses  The natural gas and electricity metering data was used to set an energy 
base load of a household  In this simulation the 3PX is heat-driven: when there is a 
heat demand, the 3PX is turned on  The heat demand is accumulated so that the 3PX 
can operate for at least 15 minutes, which has the additional benefit that it limits the 
number of engine starts  Another possibility would be to operate the 3PX if there 
is a need for electricity in the grid  However, as the electricity grids are currently 
designed not to be in this situation, there was no measurement data available to make 
a simulation for this situation 

In the simulation the car is always connected to the household  In order to keep 
the house warm when the hybrid car is not connected, a heat buffer is used to store 
thermal energy for at least one day  When the heat buffer is efficiently used, approx-
imately 2 hours of operation on a very cold winter day is necessary to provide the 
daily heat required  This means that the owner (or an institute that has benefits by 
electricity flexibility) has the opportunity to provide a maximum of 2 hours of electric 
flexibility on the production side per house per day  However the simulation does not 
take this into account and the heat buffer is only used for spreading the 15 min heat 
generation over the required time  Therefore the timing when the generator turns on 
is purely heat driven  Although in the simulation the car is always connected, there is 
a draw of 5 kWh every day from the car to simulate electric driving consumption  For 
this simulation the exact timing when the car will be charged is less important as the 
car only needs to be connected for 10% of the time, even on a cold winter day  When 
the car is absent from the house, the heat buffer and electric grid provide the required 
energy  If the car is away from the household for a longer time, for instance during a 
holiday, there are several options to keep the house warm  A (small) HR boiler or heat 
pump could be installed as a backup function, a different option is to have a bigger 
heat buffer  Which option is most viable depends on factors such as available space in 
the household, duration of the unavailability and insulation of the house 
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In Figure 2 5 the combined consumption and feedback of electricity for three 
consecutive cold winter days is illustrated 

Figure 2.5: Electricity usage in three days in January (average of 7° Celsius) of a 
household with the 3PX vehicle connected. The non-3PX electricity use is within the 
dashed lines. 

The negative peaks represent the 15 min intervals in which the car is delivering 
power to the grid  This occurs 6 or 7 times a day for this particular 3PX setup  The 
first (four) negative peaks in the beginning of each day, show less supply of electricity, 
because the car is charging its batteries from the generated electricity  In this simu-
lated household, a total of 25 kWh is fed back into the grid in three days  The normal 
electricity use is within the dashed lines  Everything outside the dashed lines is a 
result of the 3PX  A similar picture is shown in Figure 2 6, where the electricity use 
during three consecutive summer days is displayed 
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Figure 2.6: Electricity usage on three days in July (average of 17° Celsius) of a house-
hold with the 3PX vehicle connected. 

It can be seen that the 3PX genset is operating only twice in this period of 3 days  
The heat that is requested is for warm tap water; in summer there is virtually no need 
to heat the interior of the house  As there is not enough daily heat demand, the car 
does not produce enough electricity to charge itself  Therefore, it is charged from the 
grid (the three large upward spikes), which results in a total energy usage of 29 kWh 
in three days 

Figure 2.7: Total electricity usage of a household in one year with the 3PX vehicle 
connected. 
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In Figure 2 7 the electricity consumption over a whole year is illustrated  In total 
the household consumes 4525 kWh, of which 1825 kWh is used to charge the car  In 
total 3130 kWh is generated by the 3PX and 1395 kWh is taken from the electricity 
grid  It can be seen that most generation takes place in wintertime, as this simulation 
is heat-driven, whereas in summer hardly any electricity is generated  This means the 
3PX concept can cooperate well with PV panels, as these have their highest yield in 
summer  If this household would install a larger or more efficient array of PV panels, 
its measured electricity consumption could go down to zero over the timespan of 
a year  The red line in the middle is an smoothed average over 2 days of electricity 
consumption or production  Here the summer and winter difference is visible as well  
It also shows that the peaks as a result of the 3PX concept are relatively big compared 
to the daily electricity consumption 

2.6 Financial benefits
As stated in Chapter 1, the efficiency of heating systems has a tendency to scale with 
costs  Adding to the fact that the heating industry is a financially-driven market, it 
becomes clear that cost is an important parameter for acceptation of a new (heat-
ing) technology [15]  Therefore, a financial calculation based on simple operating 
costs is presented in this section  One of the basic assumptions is that the hybrid 
car is already available and that maintenance and depreciation are included in the 

“mobility”-budget of a household and not in the “heating”-budget  This is assumed 
because it is similar to the situation before a hybrid car capable of the 3PX concept 
is used  Furthermore, it is assumed that the extra maintenance costs as a result of 
the increased operating time are marginal  A justification to do so is because the 
engine, in which extra wear might be expected, has the same hours of runtime as in 
a conventional car  It is therefore expected that the service interval is time limited (1 
year) and not mileage (30 000 km) limited 

Costs of the CNG installation
The extra costs to adapt the hybrid car from petrol to CNG (see Table 2 2) are offset 
by lower running costs  From the data in Table 2 2 the price of the specific fuel per MJ 
can be calculated  For petrol (PMJpetrol) this is 0 053 euro/MJ, and for CNG (PMJCNGl) 
this is 0 029 euro/MJ  The break-even energy consumption can be calculated from: 

installation
installation

petrol CNG

PROI
PMJ PMJ

=
−

(2.10) 

which gives an approximate usage of 123 GJ for fuel break-even of the CNG installa-
tion  For an efficient hybrid vehicle this means driving 82000 km on CNG, depending 
on factors such as fuel consumption  This shows the return on investment is coupled 
to the amount the hybrid vehicle is driven in range extending mode  The price of 
installation is based on prices provided by CNG-retrofit companies  However, it 
depends on various factors (e g  engine power, number of required CNG tanks, type 
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of CNG tank, etc )  If CNG hybrids would become common, leading to increased 
mass production of CNG components, prices of CNG hybrid vehicles will probably 
become on par with petrol-powered hybrid vehicles, as the same amount of complex 
components are needed for both designs 

Table 2.2: Values assumed for calculating running costs of a retrofitted CNG vehicle 
(2014).

Parameter Value Symbol

Price of installation [€] 3000 Pinstl

Price of CNG [€/kg] 1 09 PCNG

Price of petrol [€/l] 1 75 Ppetrol

Energy density CNG [MJ/kg] 38 EDCNG

Energy density petrol [MJ/l] 33 EDpetrol

Petrol CO2 [g/MJ] 73 mCO2,p

Literature indicates that CNG hybrids are a good pathway for the automotive future, 
promising up to 40% CO2 emission reduction without any financial downsides [27]  
However, tax regimes are subject to change, different in every country and hard to 
predict  Therefore, road taxes are not taken into account in the calculations  These 
important parameters are all hard to predict and give rise to extra uncertainty, which 
is not taken into account in the calculation above 

Running costs
Extra investments to use the hybrid for the 3PX concept consist of adaptations to the 
heating system in the household (including a heat buffer), two heat exchangers (one 
for cooling of the exhaust gases and one between the cooling circuit of the car and 
the central heating system of the household) and the connector including hoses  It is 
estimated that these costs are in the order of €3000  The electricity and natural gas 
prices that have been used are stated in Table 2 3 

Table 2.3: Energy prices and energy used for driving (2014).

Parameter Value Symbol

Price of electricity [€/kWh] 0 20 PE

Price of natural gas [€/m3] 0 62 PNG

Energy used per year [MJ] 37000 Euse

Specific energy[MJ/m3] 31 65 UNG
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This means the running costs can be calculated as follows:
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In this formula it is assumed that all the thermal energy needed by an average Dutch 
household (37 GJ) is generated by the 3PX system  The benefits that are gained by 
selling the electricity back to the grid are deducted from that number  In total, this 
leads to € 71 yearly running costs  This is significantly less than a current normal 
HR++ system (€ 690) or a water/water heat pump (€ 651) for the same amount of 
heat, based on manufacturer specifications and prices from Table 2 2 and Table 2 3 
[23],[26] 

2.7 Conclusion
In the beginning of this chapter the 3PX concept is explained  To use a plug-in 
hybrid car as the central energy conversion point has some distinct advantages  
These advantages were simulated for a single average household in the Netherlands, 
resulting in a decrease in CO2 emission of 1500 kg and a decrease in energy operat-
ing costs of around € 600 per year  The CO2 emission decrease is dependent on the 
electricity fuel mix, but even with an electric heat pump and a close to all-natural gas 
fuel mix of 108 g CO2/MJ, the 3PX concept is an environmentally friendly concept 

The investments are relatively small as the required components are already pres-
ent in a plug-in hybrid vehicle  Calculations show that the heating power of a hybrid 
car with a small range extender is in the same range as that of a domestic heating 
boiler  Also the efficiencies are such that the 3PX concept will be financially and 
energetically attractive 

Simulations based on smart energy meter data of an existing, relatively modern 
household show that the business case for this household is positive  For households 
which consume more energy, the business case becomes even more positive as, to a 
certain extent, the extra investments are relatively low while the running costs scale 
linearly  From the calculations in this chapter it became clear that the 3PX concept 
may work  To prove that the concept achieves the chosen efficiencies, a proof-of-
concept test bench was built  The build process and the choices made during the 
construction phase will be discussed in the next chapter 
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Chapter 3:  The proof-of-concept 
experimental setup

This chapter is based on work of B.N.J. Liefkens, P.T.L. van Pinxten and C.G.L. Wouters under super-
vision of the author.

3.1 Introduction to the proof-of-concept setup
In Chapter 1, the general research hypothesis is presented  Part of proving this 
hypothesis is researching the efficiency of the 3PX concept  In order to provide quan-
titative answers to this part of the research question, a proof-of-concept test bench 
setup was built  One of the goals of the setup is to demonstrate that a commercial 
petrol-fueled ICE can be modified to operate in stationary mode on natural gas with 
a supply pressure of 30 mbar, while producing heat and electricity efficiently  For 
further validation of the concept it became clear that a mobile setup was needed 
and therefore the decision was made to also build an actual prototype, based on a 
commercially available vehicle, which will be discussed in Chapter 5  Components 
required for modification of this vehicle to fit into the 3PX concept are tested and 
optimized in the test bench setup whenever possible  Exchanging hardware is easier 
at the test bench setup due to better accessibility 

Figure 3 2 displays an schematic overview of the various components in the test 
bench setup  The actual setup is depicted in Figure 3 1  The components that are 
depicted in both figures are described in this chapter  Firstly the genset, consisting 
of an internal combustion engine and a generator, is discussed  Then the cooling 
system, including exhaust gas cooling, is explained, followed by a description of the 
air and fuel intake system  Finally the data acquisition and engine management are 
discussed  The results obtained from the setup are presented and discussed in the 
next chapter  
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Figure 3.1: Photograph of the experimental test-bench setup, on the left the Suzuki 
engine and on the right the electric motor. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the setup in the engine test cell. The setup is 
designed such that the generator (M) can be coupled to either a Suzuki SI engine or a 
Smart CI engine. Only the Suzuki engine is relevant for the 3PX concept [52].
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3.2 Drivetrain components of the setup
For reasons of space and cost, the 3PX test bench setup is combined with an existing 
setup consisting of a diesel engine from a Smart Fortwo  It was decided to make it 
impossible to run both engines simultaneously for safety reasons  The time to switch 
between both setups is desired to be less than one hour  Although this chapter will 
focus on the 3PX setup, both setups were taken into account during the design and 
build phase  

In Figure 3 2 a schematic overview of the test setup is shown  At the top the Smart 
diesel engine is depicted and at the bottom the Suzuki engine  For the 3PX setup the 
Suzuki K10B engine is chosen, the characteristics of which are given in Table 3 1  
Unnecessary components such as the starter motor and EGR valve were removed 
from the engine and new injectors especially designed for natural gas at low pressure 
were installed  The K10B engine fulfills the major 3PX requirements: naturally aspi-
rated, relatively high compression ratio, port fuel injection and availability [29]  The 
rated maximum power of the engine is higher than the 30 kW that was presented in 
Chapter 2  This is mainly due to availability, engines with less displacement volume 
are scarce in passenger cars  Motorcycle engines could be an alternative, however, 
usually these are less fuel-efficiency oriented and have higher engine speeds  Chang-
ing the fuel from petrol to natural gas decreases the amount of air in the cylinder and 
therefore less power is generated for the same displacement  So, although the engine 
could do with less displacement volume, it proved to be available, reliable and fit for 
the purpose  

Table 3.1: Suzuki K10B engine specifications [30].

Manufacturer Suzuki
Engine name K10B
Ignition method Spark ignition
Cycle Four-stroke
Number of cylinders [-] 3
Displacement volume [cm3] 996
Air intake method Naturally aspirated
Fuel distribution Port fuel injection
Cooling method Liquid cooled
Inner diameter x Stroke [mm] 73 0 x 79 4
Compression ratio [-] 11 0
Maximum power [kW / RPM] 48 / 6000 
Maximum torque [Nm / RPM] 90 / 4800
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Between both engines the electric motor/generator is located  The electric motor 
consists of a three-phase asynchronous motor from Elin shown in Figure 3 3a, with 
properties given in Table 3 2  It is connected to a variable-frequency drive from ABB, 
with properties given in Table 3 3  This motor was used because it was directly avail-
able and had the right power specifications  The variable-frequency drive, depicted 
in Figure 3 3c, uses power electronics to control the speed, direction and torque of 
the electric motor  The electric motor can be used in four quadrants, and therefore 
functions as a starter for the ICE as well as a brake  When the electric motor is used 
to brake the engine, it functions as a generator, and the generated electricity is fed 
into the grid  The variable frequency drive creates a sinusoidal voltage profile, of 
which the frequency is dependent on the speed of the electric motor  This way a 
motor that would normally run only on one speed due to the frequency of the grid 
(50Hz in Europe that corresponds to 2955 RPM of the Elin electric motor), can now 
run at any speed between 0 and 2955 RPM  In the tests it was found that the electric 
motor can turn even faster (up to 4200 has been reached), however this had a severe 
impact on efficiency and on the temperature of the electric motor  

Table 3.2: Properties of the Elin three-phase asynchronous motor.

Manufacturer Elin
Type MK 6-322
Nominal power [kW] 45
Voltage Δ/Y [V] 380/660
Current Δ/Y [A] 81/47
Maximal efficiency [-] 0 91
Nominal frequency [Hz] 50 
Rated engine speed [RPM] 2955 
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Figure 3.3: Photographs of a) the ELIN electric motor, b) the opened safety hood, 
showing the axle and gear wheel coupling, c) the ABB variable frequency drive [52].

On the electric motor, a toothed wheel is mounted, as can be seen in Figure 3 3b  
This wheel has two functions; it acts as a base for the flexible coupling with the ICE, 
and by using an inductive sensor on the gear teeth, the generator speed is measured  
During operation, the coupling is enclosed by a safety shield 

Table 3.3: Properties of the ABB variable frequency drive (grid connected side) [31].

Manufacturer ABB
Type ACS800-11-0030-3
Voltage [V] 400
Maximum continuous current [A] 59
Nominal power [kW] 30
Efficiency [-] 0 97
Cos φ [-] 1
Grid frequency [Hz] 48-63
Harmonic distortion [A] < 2 95
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3.3 Cooling system
In the test bench setup the engine is fixed in a stationary mount and is operated 
indoors  To cool the engine in order to maintain optimal operating temperature, 
engine coolant flows through a shell-and-tube heat exchanger, with characteristics 
given in Table 3 4  The coolant used is tap water, the anti-freeze properties of gly-
col-based car coolant being unnecessary in the engine cell  For maximum efficiency 
the engine coolant is fed in counterflow through the tube side and process water is 
fed through the shell side  The heat exchanger has two shell passes and an unknown 
but even number of tube passes as sketched in Figure 3 4b  The shell-and-tube heat 
exchanger, shown in Figure 3 4a, was already present in the previous Smart setup, 
and is reused in this setup  When the cold coolant exits the heat exchanger it flows 
through a Coriolis mass flow meter, with specifications given in Table 3 5  The cool-
ant systems from both engines are coupled to the heat exchanger using three-way 
valves  An L-shaped ball valve is chosen to rule out the possibility of running the 
coolant through both engines but not the heat exchanger  With the three-way valves, 
two separated cooling systems using one heat exchanger are created  This allows dis-
connecting one engine from the cooling system while retaining the ability to operate 
the other engine  

Table 3.4: Properties of the shell-and-tube heat exchanger.

Type Shell-and-tube 
Operating conditions Shell side Tube side
Pressure [barg] 0 - 10 0 - 10
Temperature [°C] 0 - 110 0 - 120
Content [l] 10 5 3
Capacity [kW] 35 35

Figure 3.4: Photograph of the shell-and-tube heat exchanger (a) and sketch of a 
shell-and-tube heat exchanger with 2 shell passes and 4 tube passes in counterflow 
configuration (b).
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Table 3.5: Characteristics of the Micromotion Coriolis mass flow meter in the coolant 
system [32].

Manufacturer Micromotion
Type R100 S
Mass flow accuracy [% of rate] ± 0 5
Mass flow repeatability [% of rate] ± 0 5
Density accuracy [kg/m3] ± 10 0
Density repeatability [kg/m3] ± 5 0
Temperature accuracy ± 1 K ± 0 5 % of reading
Temperature repeatability [K] ± 0 2
Nominal line size [mm] 25

In the 3PX concept all the produced heat should be used for heating  As roughly half 
of the thermal energy exits the engine in the form of hot exhaust gases, this energy 
needs to be extracted  For this goal two exhaust gas coolers (EGC’s) are incorporated 
in the exhaust pipe  One of the exhaust coolers is a DAF EGR-cooler (3 5a), which 
is designed to cope with the exhaust temperatures from a heavy duty diesel engine  
During testing in other experimental setups, this type of EGR-cooler was found to 
break down at an input temperature of around 600 °C  However, the Suzuki engine 
produces exhaust gas with temperatures of maximal 1200 °C  To cope with these 
higher exhaust temperatures, a newly designed cooler (shown in Figure 3 5c) was 
placed in front of the DAF EGC [33]  This Pre-EGC was built from stainless steel and 
it was designed so that it can cope with the thermal expansion that accompanies the 
high exhaust gas temperatures  

Figure 3.5: Photographs of: a) the DAF exhaust gas cooler, b) the exhaust gas sampling 
section and c) the Pre-EGC.
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The exhaust gas coolers will operate within the same cooling water circuit as the 
engine  Because of the operating temperature of the engine, and to have maximal 
cooling efficiency, it is chosen to let the coolant flow first through the DAF EGC, then 
through the Pre-EGC and finally through the engine (see also Figure 3 2)  The cool-
ant temperatures after the components can be seen in Figure 3 6  After the coolant 
exits the shell and tube heat exchanger, it cools down slightly during transport to the 
DAF EGC, after which it gets heated in 3 consecutive steps  After the last step it flows 
through the shell and tube heat exchanger (HEX), which represents a household to 
cool down the coolant, and the cycle repeats 
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Coolant temperatures of the setup at 1800RPM @85 kPa

Figure 3.6: Coolant temperatures of the setup at 1800 RPM with 85 kPa inlet pres-
sure.

The Pre-EGC is used in parallel flow configuration, while the DAF EGC is used 
in counter flow configuration  This is done as the entry point of the exhaust gas into 
the Pre-EGC is the critical point: there the temperature is most likely to exceed the 
boiling point of the coolant  As counter flow is more efficient, the DAF EGC is oper-
ated in counter flow configuration  The temperature at which the exhaust gases leave 
the DAF EGC is below the condensation point of water, therefore causing conden-
sation in the exhaust gas stream  To cope with this, the cooler is mounted vertically, 
so that liquid water will fall down  The condensed water exits the system through a 
small nozzle between the DAF EGC and Pre-EGC  Another benefit of installing the 
DAF EGC vertically is that if boiling would occur, the steam flows upwards into the 
cooler parts of the cooler, where it recondenses 

It is most common in automotive engines to use a thermostat that regulates the 
amount of flow that either circulates internally, or flows to the radiator  However, in 
the test bench setup, the same coolant flow that is circulating in the engine is also 
used to cool down the exhaust gases  Therefore a thermostat could not be used: when 
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the engine is cold the coolant would only flow internally, leading to overheating of the 
exhaust gas coolers  To keep all the temperatures under control, a variable flow water 
pump is used  As an additional benefit it minimizes the time before the setup achieves 
operating temperatures  A PI controller was developed to control the pulse width 
modulated coolant pump which makes sure the temperature remains in the desired 
range [34]  The lower limit is set to 0 08 l/s  In order to have the fastest engine warm 
up, this limit should be as low as possible  During experiments it was found that if 
this limit was any lower, the coolant flow was not enough to prevent boiling and the 
setup would spill water because of the sudden increase of pressure in the system  The 
upper limit is set at 0 36 l/s, which represents the maximum flow of the coolant pump  
Figure 3 7 shows the typical warmup from ambient to operating temperature (84°C)  
Within 7 minutes the setup reaches operating temperature, however after this point it 
takes approximately 15 minutes for the system to reach equilibrium, in which the oil 
temperature is the slowest responding parameter 
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Figure 3.7: Warmup cycle of the setup, where the Y-axis displays coolant temperatures 
and the X-axis displays time. Engine operation parameters: 2100 RPM at 85 kPa intake 
pressure.

As shown in Figure 3 2, after exiting the engine the exhaust gases flow through 
a three-way catalytic converter (TWC)  The original TWC attached to the Suzuki 
engine is used  The TWC converts CO, NOx, and HC into less harmful emissions  This 
is achieved by oxidation of CO according to reaction 3 1, reduction of NO according 
to reactions 3 2 and 3 3 and oxidation of HC according to reaction 3 4 [35], [36] 

2 22  2 ,CO O CO+ →
(3.1) 

2 22 2  ,2 NO CO N CO+ → + (3.2) 
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2 2 2
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(3.4) 

The three-way catalytic converter requires an internal temperature between 
400°C and 850°C for sufficient operation  Therefore the TWC is placed before the 
exhaust gas coolers  After the TWC a sampling section is created in the exhaust, 
shown in Figure 3 5b, which consist of a larger diameter exhaust pipe where a sam-
pling tube is tangentially attached  The exhaust gases are analyzed with a Horiba 
EXSA 1500 emission analyzer, which is able to measure CO2, CO, HC, and NOx 
concentrations  The measurement results are shown in Appendix B  

3.4 Air and fuel intake
Before fresh air enters the engine, it first passes through an air filter and a Coriolis 
mass flow meter (Figure 3 8), with properties given in Table 3 6  The flow meter 
measures the air mass flow and intake air temperature, and is shared between both 
engines  The air intake of an SI engine is usually controlled with a throttle valve  The 
highest efficiencies are achieved at wide open throttle and therefore the original idea 
was to discard the throttle valve to avoid throttle losses  However, because the natural 
gas flow was limiting in some operating conditions, it was found that a throttle valve 
was needed to lower the intake pressure  Lowering the intake pressure increases the 
pressure difference over the injectors, which leads to a higher natural gas flow and 
a better controllable injection  The pressure inside the intake manifold is measured 
using a Bosch MAP-sensor 

Table 3.6: Properties of the Coriolis mass flow meter in the air intake [37].

Manufacturer Micromotion
Type CMF 100 M
Mass flow accuracy [% of rate] ± 0 35
Mass flow repeatability [% of rate] ±0 20
Temperature accuracy ± 1 K ± 0 5 % of reading
Temperature repeatability [K] ±0 2
Nominal line size [mm] 25
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of the Micromotion CMF 100M Coriolis flow meter with the air 
filter attached at the right hand side.

The fuel (natural gas) enters the setup directly from a grid connection  Manual 
valves are placed to close the gas supply when the setup is not in use  Furthermore 
a solenoid valve, with properties given in Table 3 7, is fitted in the natural gas line  
The solenoid valve (Figure 3 9 left) acts as a safety feature, and is failsafe to the closed 
position 

Table 3.7: Properties of the solenoid safety valve in the natural gas line [38].

Manufacturer Elektrogas
Type VMR3
Connection Gas threaded 1”
Voltage rating [V] 24 DC
Maximum operating pressure [mbar] 200
Closing time [s] <1
Opening time [s] <1
Maximum pressure drop [mbar] 0 2

Figure 3.9: Photographs of the Bronkhorst Low-dP mass flow meter connected to the 
Elektrogas Safety Valve (left) and the smart gas meter (right).
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Table 3.8: Properties of the Landis+Gyr smart gas meter.

Manufacturer Landis+Gyr
Type Libra 350i 
Volume flow range [m3/hr] 0 04 to 6 0
Volume flow accuracy [m3/hr] ± 0 04
Maximum operating pressure [mbarg] 100
Temperature compensation yes

To measure the natural gas flow injected into the engine, a smart gas meter 
(Landis+Gyr Libra 350i), of which the properties are given in Table 3 8 and which 
is depicted in Figure 3 9 on the right, was fitted in the setup  Residential smart gas 
meters register an accumulated usage and do not give the instantaneous mass flow 
rate  Using the Landis+Gyr smart meter it was found that the engine needs to operate 
at a stationary point for at least half an hour per operating condition to get a natural 
gas usage value, this measurement frequency proved to be unpractical  Tests includ-
ing a second flow meter made apparent that the natural gas meter has a safety valve 
built in; when the flow exceeds 6 m3/h the safety valve closes and stops the flow  It was 
calculated in section 2 2 that during CHP operation of the 3PX concept, the natural 
gas flow has a maximum around 5 3 m3/h, which is limited by the maximum current 
of an standard domestic electrical connection  This means that if all electricity is 
fed into the grid, the gas meter is not the bottleneck  Measurements proved that 
the calculations in section 2 2 were correct and that a regular natural gas household 
connection can provide more than enough flow to fuel an 3PX enabled vehicle as an 
CHP 

For measurements at increased sampling times and higher flow rates, a Brock-
horst Low-dP mass flow meter (Figure 3 9 (left)), was installed  As can be seen in 
Table 3 9, it can measure a natural gas flow up to 16 m3/h which proved to be enough 
to measure the natural gas flow at the highest engine load and speed  Also because 
of the low flow restriction through the meter, the intake pressure could be slightly 
higher in comparison to when the smart gas meter was used  From the mass flow 
meter a flexible hose was used to deliver natural gas to the injector rail 
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Table 3.9: Properties of the Bronkhorst Low-dP mass flow meter in the natural gas line.

Manufacturer Bronkhorst
Type IN-FLOW F-106AZ
Measurement range [m3/h] 0 32 - 16
Mass flow accuracy [% of full scale] ± 1
Mass flow repeatability [% of rate] ± 0 20 
Working pressure [mbarg] 30
Nominal line size [inch] 1 ½ 

When an injector opens, gas flows into the intake manifold due to the pressure 
difference  The injector closes rapidly when the required amount is injected  Because 
the gas is still in motion, it collides with the now closed injector  The reaction force 
causes a pressure wave inside the injector rail, which is known as the water-ham-
mer effect [39]  The injector rail diameter has significant influence on the resulting 
pressure amplitude  Two injector rails were tested, with inner diameters of 15 and 55 
mm (Figure 3 10 (right and middle))  Results for the pressure variations are shown 
in Figure 3 10 on the left  Note that these points are momentary measurements at 1 
Hz and the figure is only relevant to show a spread of the pressure signal  The larger 
diameter rail provides a more stable pressure to the injectors, which was also expected 
due to the reservoir effect  Therefore the 55 mm rail was used in the setup 

Figure 3.10: Pressure measurements for two different rails (left), the 55 mm diameter 
injector rail (middle), and the 15 mm diameter injector rail (right).
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3.5 Data acquisition, safety and engine control
Figure 3 2 not only shows the schematics of the liquid flows and gas flows in the 
experimental setup, it also shows the sensor positions  Data acquisition is performed 
with a National Instruments (NI) cDAQ-9184, which is shown in Figure 3 11  This 
system has four slots for input/output modules  Two slots (the first and fourth in 
Figure 3 11) are used for two NI 9205 analog input modules, one for each engine  
In the second slot a NI 9401 is installed, which is used as a PWM controller for the 
variable water pump  The third slot is used for a NI 9213 16 channel thermocouple 
input module, which is sufficient for both the Suzuki and Smart  The DAQ is coupled 
to a PC with LabVIEW to collect and process the data 

Figure 3.11: The National instruments NI cDAQ-9184 with (installed from left to right) 
the 9205, 9401, 9213 and 9205 modules.

To measure the amount of heat transferred in the system, thermocouples are 
placed in the locations shown in Figure 3 2  In the setup there are three types of ther-
mocouples with properties given in Table 3 10  One type N thermocouple is placed 
in the exhaust immediately downstream of the engine, where temperatures are the 
highest  Further downstream in the exhaust there are two type K thermocouples 
mounted before and after the DAF EGC  In the coolant system type T thermocouples 
are mounted  
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Table 3.10: Properties of the thermocouples.

Manufacturer Tempcontrol
Type N K T
Class 1 2 1
Material Nicrosil–Nisil Chromel-Alumel Copper-constantan
Cable color pink yellow blue
Specified tempera-
ture range [°C] 0 to 1200 0 to 1100 0 to 120

Accuracy (IEC 584) ± 1 5 °C or 0 4% ± 2 5 °C or 0 75% ± 0 5 °C or 0 4%

The internal combustion engine is controlled by an engine control unit (ECU)  
For the engine an ECU made by Kronenburg Management Systems (KMS) was 
chosen (Figure 3 12a); it is fully programmable for injection and ignition timings  An 
additional benefit is that KMS is a local company which made support fast  Coupled 
to the ECU is a KMS sequential module (Figure 3 12b), which calculates the injection 
timings and generates the correct pulses which are then fed into the custom-built 
injector driver (Figure 3 12d)  This setup provides the capability of sequentially open-
ing the injectors  In order to control the air to fuel ratio, a wideband lambda sensor is 
placed in the exhaust manifold  The lambda sensor measures the amount of oxygen 
in the exhaust gases, which is transmitted to a KMS Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen 
(UEGO) controller (Figure 3 12c) which is connected to the ECU  The ECU then 
adapts the injection duration to achieve the desired air to fuel ratio 

To have a reference for ignition timing, the ECU needs to recieve the position of 
Top Dead Center (TDC)  Normally, the TDC is determined using the trigger wheel 
that is present on the crankshaft of the Suzuki engine  However, the KMS software is 
not able to process this information, as it is proprietary to Suzuki  Therefore, another 
trigger wheel together with an inductive sensor is mounted on the crankshaft  

Figure 3.12: Photographs of: a) KMS MD35 ECU, b) KMS sequential module c) KMS 
UEGO controller and d) the custom injector driver.
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The safety protocol consists of a human safety and a machine safety protocol  
For safekeeping of these protocols a Beckhoff programmable logic controller (PLC) 
with its corresponding Human Machine Interface (HMI) is used (Figure 3 13)  The 
human safety protocol consists of emergency buttons in the engine cell (on top of the 
generator and at the entrance) and in the operator room  Furthermore, sensors on 
the emergency door are installed  If an emergency button is pushed or the emergency 
door is opened, an alarm is triggered  At that point the PLC shuts down the engine, 
by simultaneously cutting power to the injectors, the electric drive and the natural 
gas solenoid valve  This will lead to a safe and controlled stop  Alarms based on tem-
perature are also present  For example if the engine out coolant temperature is over 
95°C or if the engine oil is over 130°C an alarm is triggered 

Figure 3.13: On the left the Beckhoff HMI, and on the right the Smart/Suzuki selector 
switch.

Whether the Smart engine or the Suzuki engine is used needs to be indicated to 
the PLC  This has to be done via software (selecting the right engine on the HMI, see 
Figure 3 13) as well as via a hardware switch (Figure 3 13, the selector switch on the 
right)  This should minimize human error and ensures that only the selected engine 
can be used and that the specific engine is controlled by the PLC  For example when 
the Suzuki is used, the fuel pump of the Smart cannot be powered  The direction of 
the electric drive is determined by the choice of engine indicated in the PLC  

Engine shutdown also occurs when engine safety is compromised  Engine safety 
is compromised when no oil pressure is detected, the coolant level is too low, the 
engine and electric drive do not have the same speed, the engine is over-speeding, 
the coolant temperature is too high or the oil temperature is too high  The sensors 
used to measure these quantities are made fail-safe  When the cable of a sensor is 
broken or disconnected, the PLC shuts down the engine  
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3.6 Summary
This chapter describes the setup that is built to proof the efficiencies and energetic fea-
sibility of the 3PX concept  The mechanical components (e g  ICE, generator, inverter 
drive, etc ), data acquisition components (e g  flow meters, thermocouples, etc ) and 
safety equipment (e g  PLC, safety valves, etc ) are described and explained in this 
chapter  Choices that were important during this, or in later phases, were explained  
The results of the measurements done with the setup will be discussed in the next 
chapter (Chapter 4)  During the build period and periodically after the experiments, 
alterations have been made to enhance the efficiency and/or ease-of-use of the setup  
These enhancements are taken into account when the prototype setup (described in 
Chapter 5) was designed and built  Building and experimenting with this proof-of-
concept setup proved to be very valuable during the build of the prototype  
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Chapter 4:  Results of the proof-of-
concept experimental setup

This chapter is based on work of B.N.J. Liefkens, J. v.d. Broek and J.E.H. Pelders under supervision 
of the author.

4.1 Initial measurements
In this chapter the results obtained from measurements on the experimental setup, 
described in Chapter 3, will be discussed  Firstly, initial measurements are discussed 
to gain insight in the primary functions of the proof-of-concept test setup  These 
experiments were performed with engine sweeps; one parameter was varied while 
all other parameters remained constant  This method was good for an initial inves-
tigation, however, it is labor intensive if several variables should be characterized in 
this manner  The measurement strategy therefore changed from sweeps to design of 
experiments (DOE)  This gave insight into the behavior of the setup while changing 
different variables simultaneously, making sure that an optimal amount of measure-
ments could be performed  In the end, the results are compared to the assumptions 
and scenarios described in Chapter 2  Although the assumptions were close to the 
measured values, the measured maximal performance of the 3PX setup was better 
than assumed in Chapter 2  Thereby, it is proven that the principle of the 3PX con-
cept could function from a technical perspective 
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To get an understanding of the effect on varying engine settings, sweeps are done 
by changing the ignition timing  These measurements were done in a relatively early 
stage, before the setup was equipped with a Pre-EGC  This meant that the temperature 
of the exhaust gases had to remain below 500 °C, limiting the amount in which the 
engine load and speed could be varied  As ignition timing is an important parameter 
in engine tuning, it was chosen to use this parameter as a start  Because the data from 
this section was obtained before optimization of the setup, the absolute values are less 
important, and this section therefore focusses on trends 

In theory the influence of ignition timing can be predicted from the flame velocity 
and the piston movement [40]  During operation of an internal combustion engine 
there is a balance between the pressure the ignited mixture exerts onto the piston 
during the compression stroke (which results in negative work), versus the pressure 
which the mixture exerts at the expansion stroke (which results in positive work)  
When the ignition is too late (at low values of °CA BTDC), the balance moves to the 
expansion stroke, however, the pressure rises too late to provide the optimal amount 
of work  When the ignition is too early, the pressure in the cylinder rises while the 
engine is still in the compression stroke, decreasing the net amount of total work 
produced  As the piston movement is an important parameter in the balance, the 
engine speed is important while selecting the most efficient ignition timing  Ignition 
timing should be advanced (increased °CA BTDC, igniting earlier) with increasing 
engine speed  The load of the engine is also of influence, the higher the engine load, 
the higher the flame velocity becomes (due to higher pressures and temperatures)  
The higher the load, the more the ignition timing has to be retarded (decreased °CA 
BTDC, igniting later)  The last important parameter is the knock resistance of the fuel, 
usually indexed by the Research Octane Number (RON)  Engine knock is unwanted 
as it can lead to engine failure in a short amount of time  The more resistant the fuel 
is to knock, the earlier the ignition timing can be without having engine knock  As 
natural gas has a high RON, engine knock was not a problem during these tests 

Figure 4 1 shows the electrical efficiency, defined as the electrical energy fed back 
into the grid by the frequency drive inverter, divided by the amount of chemical 
energy injected in the form of natural gas into the combustion engine, as function of 
the ignition timing in degrees of the crankshaft before top dead center (°CA BTDC)  
In this figure three curves can be seen, each representing different engine conditions  
The green line represents 1600 RPM and an intake measured air pressure (IMAP) 
of 84 kPa  The red line was obtained by decreasing the IMAP to 70 kPa  The blue 
line represents an even lower IMAP of 60 kPa with an increase in engine speed to 
2000 RPM  During all measurements the air/fuel ratio was stoichiometric (λ=1)  The 
ignition timing is varied from 10° to 30° CA BTDC with 2° increments  
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Figure 4.1:  Plot of the electrical efficiency against the ignition timing for three different 
engine conditions.

Comparing the red and green line, it can be seen that at higher engine loads, 
the electrical efficiency becomes higher  The best explanation is that higher intake 
pressures give less throttle losses  A significant effect on the optimum ignition timing 
by changing the IMAP at 1600 RPM could not be seen  However, this might be dif-
ferent at other operating conditions  Comparing the red and the blue line, it can be 
seen that the optimal ignition timing is earlier for higher engine speeds  This can be 
explained by the general features discussed above; although the flame speed will not 
significantly change, the cycle time is reduced, making the work balance shift to the 
expansion stroke 

Figure 4 2 shows the exhaust temperature as function of the ignition timing  
Advancing ignition timing leads to lower exhaust temperatures  This can be explained 
by the residence time of the ignited mixture inside the engine  Increasing the timing, 
gives the mixture more time to interact with the engine walls, leading to more heat 
transfer to the engine walls and less to the exhaust 
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the exhaust temperature against the ignition timing in degrees CA 
BTDC at 1600 rpm, intake manifold pressure 70 kPa and λ=1.

These measurements gave a first insight in how the engine behaved and that the 
setup was working as expected  However, optimizing the engine operating conditions 
by engine sweeps proved to be very time consuming and gave insufficient feedback on 
the interaction between parameters 

4.2 Design of experiments
To get more insight into the effects of engine operating conditions in a less time con-
suming manner, a different measurement technique had to be used  The Design Of 
Experiments (DOE) methodology was chosen, as this promised to give significant 
results with a lower amount of measurement points  With DOE a combination of 
measurement strategies and statistics is used to determine which factors influence the 
response of an setup, and how influential interactions between these factors are [41] 

Figure 4 3 demonstrates the difference between the classical engine sweeps and 
the DOE method [34]  On the left it shows the one-at-a-time approach, with a sweep 
of seven measurement points for every factor  Firstly, the engine speed is varied while 
the engine torque is kept constant  Secondly, the torque is varied while the engine 
speed is kept constant at the point which gave the highest efficiency during the previ-
ous measurement  In this manner, reaching the optimum will take at least two more 
sweeps  Figure 4 3 shows a full factorial design on the right  Here, engine speed and 
engine torque are varied simultaneously between two levels, referred to as low (-1) 
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and high (1) giving a total of four possible combinations  It can be observed that 
the full factorial method requires less measurements to identify interaction between 
the two factors, and a linear extrapolation can be made to indicate the direction 
towards the sweet spot [42]  This means the next measurement set can be better 
tuned towards the optimum  In both measurement methods, there is a chance to 
diverge to local optima, however with the DOE method the chances are reduced due 
to the statistical analysis  Other advantages of DOE include insight in the variability 
of the measurements and easily being able to separate significant inputs from less 
relevant inputs 

Figure 4.3: A fictional engine efficiency map, on the left the “one-at-a-time” approach, 
and on the right the 22 full factorial DOE method.

Chances to diverge to local optima, or different measurement uncertainties are 
even decreased further as the measurement set will be expanded to handle curvature 
to show the non-linear responses of the engine  A method to detect curvature is to add 
a center point  Unfortunately, this is insufficient to fit a quadratic regression model  
Estimating the coefficients for this quadratic function requires several Degrees Of 
Freedom (DOF)  Generally, the number of runs should (at least) be equal to the 
number of coefficients that need to be estimated, plus one measurement point to 
determine the error  This means that with every added factor, the number of required 
runs increases rapidly  It is more efficient to extend the two level full factorial design 
with center and axial points  In an axial point only one factor is varied, while the 
other measurement points are in the center, this is visualized in Figure 4 4 for two 
factors  This design is called a Central Composite Design (CCD) [41],[42] 
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Figure 4.4: The different measurement points when using a 2D full factorial central 
composite design.

This central composite design is used for the DOE measurements discussed in 
this thesis  It is favored over other measurement designs as it is relatively efficient for 
the number of required runs  The axial points are placed at the same distance from 
the center as the factorial points  In Figure 4 4 the factorial points are placed at the 1 
and -1 levels, which give a distance of √2 from the center  The benefit of this design 
method is that it gives equal precision in all coefficient estimations  The distance of 
the axial points from the center is determined by 4 2k,where k is the number of fac-
tors used [41],[42]  The drawback of this method is that five levels of each factor are 
required  Only center points are replicated several times, as this provides the addi-
tional DOF and does not affect the estimations  Furthermore, these center points can 
be used to detect drift  The center points are therefore measured in a systematic order, 
while the other points are randomized [41],[42],[43] 

Preforming one measuring point on the test bench setup takes around 15 min-
utes  Most time is used to wait until the setup is stabilized after changing the param-
eters  When the temperatures are stable, the parameters are logged for two minutes, 
giving on average 120 data points per condition  To sweep all engine conditions with 
relevant spacing between measurement points, 23040 different points have to be 
measured, leading to almost three years of measuring  DOE reduces this to 91 runs, 
which can be done in three days [34]  Focusing on the most influential parameters 
the number of measurements was reduced to 22 measurements, which could be done 
in a single day [44] 
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4.3 Limitations of the proof-of-concept setup 
For the setup used in this research, mechanical and operational limits dictate the 
outer axial points in a DOE-based measurement  These limits changed over time 
as the setup was improved  The two most important, and therefore also the most 
restricting engine parameters, were engine speed and intake air pressure  In Table 4 1 
the limits of the final setup are shown  

Table 4.1: The minimal and maximal values in which the engine could be operated.

Minimal value Maximal value

Engine speed [RPM] 1200 300

Intake pressure [kPa] 20 100

Ignition timing [°BTDC] 6 35

Lambda (λ)[-] 0,8 1,2

Start of injection [°BTDC] 0 360

Engine temperature [°C] 80 92

Although the ICE is specified to have its maximum power at 6000 RPM (Table 
3 1), the rotational speed of the setup is limited by other factors  As stated in Chap-
ter 3, the nominal engine speed of the electric drive is 2955 RPM  Over-speeding 
the electric motor was tested to 4200 RPM, but higher engine speeds gave losses 
that translated into decreasing electric efficiency and temperature rise of the electric 
motor  Also, increasing the engine speed in excess of 3000 RPM at intake pressures 
over 90 kPa caused the engine to run “rough”  Due to the increasing electric losses 
at speeds above 2955 RPM and because electrical load points above 17 kW are less 
relevant for the 3PX concept when connected to the household due to the limit of a 
regular electrical grid connection, it was chosen not to investigate this observation 
further, and keep engine speeds below 3000 RPM  

Due to unbalances in the system, the engine “shakes” at low speeds  Technically, 
lower engine speeds are possible, as the oil pressure switch indicates that there is suf-
ficient oil pressure above 600 RPM  However, for reasons of lifetime of components, 
the lowest tested engine speed was around 1200 RPM 

The intake air pressure can be varied between 20 and 100 kPa by a throttle valve  
The intake air pressure measurement was not logged, but only displayed at the KMS 
operating screen  Unfortunately the intake air pressure fluctuated by 3 - 5 kPa around 
the nominal value, which made accurate readout difficult  This fluctuation in readout 
is probably due to pressure pulsations in the intake runner  In commercial vehicles 
the readout of the air pressure sensor is synchronized with the rotational speed of the 
engine, decreasing cycle-to-cycle variations, however the KMS ECU does not have 
this function  Another possible reason of the fluctuating intake pressure could be an 
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effect of natural gas being injected into intake runner  Although the pressure sensor 
is mounted relatively far away and upstream from the injectors, this could still have 
an effect on the readout  

Another restriction that could not be displayed in Table 4 1 is that for engine 
speeds above 2200 RPM, the intake pressure cannot be 100 kPa anymore as the 
pressure difference between the injectors and intake is not large enough to provide 
a sufficient supply of natural gas into the engine, requiring the injectors to be open 
longer than 40 ms, which is the maximum duration that the KMS ECU could open 
the injectors  The exact boundary varied from time to time, probably due to vary-
ing natural gas pressures and uncontrolled environmental conditions (i e  humidity, 
atmospheric pressure, etc )  

The physical boundaries of the ignition timing are higher than mentioned in 
Table 4 1  However, advancing the ignition too much, increases stresses in the engine  
Furthermore, the analysis from section 4 1 already showed that the optimum point 
is somewhere between 20 and 30 degrees BTDC  Widening these boundaries would 
not lead to finding an higher efficiency operating condition  The start of injection 
could be varied, however, no effect on the efficiency was found  The only effect that 
was found, is that the λ–control became unstable due to uncontrollable fuel injection 
durations at some start-of-injection settings  Therefore it was chosen to keep it to 0 
degrees, meaning that injection starts at top dead center  

4.4 Efficiency results
While the limitations in the former section were valid for the last version of the setup, 
the first set of DOE-based measurements were done with a setup that had stricter 
limits  However, this again gave new insights in the setup and how to use the DOE 
method  At the time of these experiments both the maximum intake pressure and the 
engine speed were constrained by the maximum flow of natural gas  The electric effi-
ciency (defined as the electric energy fed back into the grid divided by the amount of 
energy in the injected natural gas) and heat efficiency (defined as the thermal energy 
transported by the coolant divided by the amount of energy in the injected natural 
gas) maps are presented in Figure 4 5  Here the electric efficiency varies between 33% 
and 34 8%, optimum is achieved at high load and high engine speed  The heat effi-
ciency has an optimum at low load and low engine speed; it varies between 56% and 
62%  Both the electric and heat efficiencies have an optimum at the edge of the engine 
map, which indicates that the chosen range did not cover the optimum 
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Figure 4.5: The electric (left) and heat (right) efficiencies as a function of engine speed 
and load. The iso-lines indicate a constant efficiency (%). Light blue is less efficient and 
magenta is more efficient.

Table 4 2 presents the operating points that maximize the electric, heat and com-
bined efficiency, as measured by v d  Broek [34]  The combined efficiency is here 
defined as the electric and heat efficiency summed up  The optima have in common 
that they use a lean mixture (λ=1 05) and an operation temperature of 84 °C  The 
most important variable is the engine speed, higher engine speeds lead to relativity 
more electricity  Because of the limitations of the setup during these experiments, 
other conclusions were hard to draw  However, it gave understanding at which point 
the setup could be further improved, and suggested which parameters to focus on in 
the next measurement series 

To solve the restriction in the supply of natural gas to the injectors, the Coriolis 
natural gas flow meter which was restricting the natural gas flow, was replaced by a 
Bronckhorst mass flow meter (Figure 3 9)  This allowed for higher intake pressures 
and a higher achievable engine speed  Furthermore the Bronckhorst mass flow meter 
was calibrated by the manufacturer, which should increase accuracy  Two other 
improvements were made: the coolant hoses were insulated to achieve a higher heat 
efficiency and an electronically controlled throttle valve was installed in order have 
better control over the intake air pressure 
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Table 4.2: Most efficient operating points as defined by v.d. Broek [34].

max ηelectric max ηthermal max ηcombined

Engine speed [RPM] 3000 2100 2100
Ignition timing [°BTDC] 24 24 24
Lambda (λ)[-] 1 05 1 05 1 05
Start of injection [°BTDC] 0 0 0
Operting temperature [°C] 84 84 84
IMAP [kPa] 83 81 80
Pelectric[kW] 17 ± 0 5 11 8 ± 0 5 11 8 ± 0 5
Pthermal[kW] 27 5 ± 1 8 21 6 ± 1 9 21 5 ± 2 0
Pcombined[kW] 44 5 ± 2 3 33 4 ± 2 4 33 3 ± 2 5
ηelectric[%] 34 8 ± 1 5 34 1 ± 1 5 34 2 ± 1 5
ηthermal[%] 56 9 ± 3 0 62 5 ± 3 0 62 4 ± 3 0
ηcombined[%] 91 7 ± 4 5 96 6 ± 4 5 96 6 ± 4 5

4.5 Improved efficiency results
The results displayed in Figure 4 5 showed that the optimum efficiency point was not 
found as at the edges the efficiency still rises  Also, it had proven that lambda, start of 
injection (SOI) and operating temperature have less effect on the efficiency and could 
be omitted from the measurement sequence  Another measurement series with the 
improved setup was done with a new set of factorial settings  These are presented in 
Table 4 3  It can be seen that the range of the settings is larger and that some parame-
ters are omitted  The factors ( 4 32−  & 4 32 ) are chosen so that the measurement points 
are orthogonal and rotatable [45]  As the speed difference was quite big, intermediate 
factors(-1 34 & 1 34) were included to get more consistent results [44] 

Table 4.3: Design of experiment factor settings for efficiency measurement.

Factor -1 68 -1 34 -1 0 1 1 34 1 68
Engine speed [RPM] 1225 1413 1600 2150 2700 2888 3075
Ignition timing [°BTDC] 11 6 - 15 20 25 - 28 4
IMAP [kPa] 74 9 - 80 87 5 95 - 100 1

With the data these measurements gave, a new linear regression model was made 
for the electric and heat efficiencies  The model was validated by the statistical anal-
ysis and had the best fit to the electric and heat efficiency parameters of all measure-
ments  The results of the fit can be found in Figure 4 6  The most optimal values are 
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again at the boundaries of the efficiency plot  However, it was found that due to the 
restrictions in the setup this is the best achievable result  Going outside the operating 
parameters will decrease efficiency in a discrete manner; when the setup is operated 
past a certain threshold, the setup stops functioning  This would have distorted the 
model as fitting discrete events with quadratic models will not produce good results  
Keeping this in mind, it might not be a coincidence that the maximum efficiency 
points are at the edge of the measurement area  The most efficient point of an ICE is 
usually near the physical limit of the engine  In this case it was expected and found 
that the maximum electric efficiency is near the maximum capability of what the fuel 
injectors can deliver  

Comparing the results from Figure 4 5 to Figure 4 6 it can be seen that by 
increasing the intake pressure range, the engine reaches more efficient points  The 
maximum electrical efficiency increases from 34 8% to 38 5%  At certain points, say 
for instance 85 kPa and 2700 RPM  Van den Broek measured 34 5% while Pelders 
measured 36 5%  This increase is probably due to the new natural gas flow meter, 
which has less flow restriction and was recently calibrated  The difference in heat 
efficiency, from 56% to 63% at the same point, can be explained by the insulation of 
the coolant hoses 

Figure 4.6: Engine map with percentile iso-lines of constant efficiency for the electric 
efficiency (left) and heat efficiency (right). The iso-lines indicate a constant efficiency (%). 
Light blue is less efficient and magenta is more efficient.

4.6 Results of setup projected on the 3PX concept
To find the most beneficial operating condition, the electrical energy and thermal 
energy should get a weighting factor  Simply summing up the two is unsound, as 
their energy is in a different form  Based on the results of Chapter 2, there are two 
weighting factors that should be of importance: the CO2 emission and the running 
costs  Therefore this section can be seen as an elaboration of Chapter 2  Unless spec-
ified otherwise, the same values have been used for specific emissions and energy 
costs as can be seen in Table 2 1 and Table 2 3  This resulted in Figure 4 7, where 
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the CO2 emission graph is obtained by using formula (2 7) and the price graph is 
calculated with formula (2 11) 
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Figure 4.7: The CO2 emission (left)(in g CO2/MJ) and the running costs per year (right). 
Dark is high emission or high cost, light is low emission/low cost.

These numbers can be compared to a HR boiler, using the same assumptions 
as in Chapter 2, HR boilers emit 54 g CO2/MJ and cost an average household 690 
euro per year  Comparing this with the most optimum point in Figure 4 7 (at 2700 
RPM and 95 kPa), this is -12 5 g CO2/MJ and -100 euro per year  This is a better 
result than assumed in Chapter 2  Although the heat efficiency is lower than expected 
(63% instead of 66%), the electrical efficiency is higher (38% instead of 33%), which 
lowered both the running costs as well as the CO2 emission 

Keep in mind that this excludes electricity and mobility costs which can, because 
of the 3PX philosophy, not been seen separately  The -100 euro will therefore be 
divided between the mobility budget and the electricity budget  Another comment is 
that this working point (2700 RPM and 95 kPa) gives 28 2 kW of heat and 17 7 kW 
of electricity  Although the heat delivery is in the same range as a domestic boiler 
running at full load, 17 7 kW is just over the limit of a standard (3x25A) electrical 
household connection  This means that while running on these engine parameters, 
the household should consume at least a few kilowatts of electricity, for example by 
charging the batteries of the vehicle  Furthermore, like stated in Chapter 2, if too 
many 3PX-vehicles are connected on the same grid section, it might overload the 
electricity grid  

In Chapter 2, different scenarios were presented to indicate the impact of extreme, 
but possible scenarios on the 3PX concept  Figure 4 8 (left) displays what will happen 
if the assumptions from scenario B from section 2 4 are used  In this case the 3PX 
concept still produces less CO2 emissions than an household HR++ boiler, and would 
be on par with an W/W heat pump  Figure 4 8 (right) displays the yearly running 
costs of the 3PX concept if electricity prices would be reduced to 50% of the price 
assumed in Chapter 2  The 3PX concept would still be more economical to run than 
a HR++ boiler, however with electricity price that low, a heat pump would be more 
economical  Especially interesting in this figure is that there is a district change in 
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iso-lines compared to Figure 4 7  As electricity prices are really low, the efficiency of 
generating heat becomes more important, which alters the shape of the figure 
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Figure 4.8: The CO2 emission per MJ of heat (left) and the running costs of the setup 
if the data from scenario B from Chapter 2 would be used and electricity prices would 
be half the price assumed in Chapter 2 (right). Dark is high emission or high cost, light is 
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4.7 Conclusion
During testing on the proof-of-concept setup, new insights were gained  With these 
insights the setup was improved, in order to achieve higher efficiencies  Although the 
test bench setup was restricted by mechanical boundaries, and that there are some 
uncertainties in the measured data, the results look very promising  The results have 
exceeded the assumptions made in Chapter 2, and thus the 3PX concept proved to be 
even more environmentally friendly and cost effective then in the initial calculations  
Currently, the electricity production dominates both the cost and the CO2 produc-
tion, however, for scenarios that include a low electricity price, a balance between 
electric and heat efficiency can be seen  A bigger measurement regime could give 
a better chance to find an absolute maximum in efficiency  Nonetheless, the mea-
surements that were performed, spanned the region in which the 3PX concept is 
expected to operate due to limitations of the grid connections, and therefore the 
mechanical boundaries should not necessarily be seen as limiting  Furthermore, the 
measurements gave enough insight into the efficiency of the concept to continue the 
project by building a prototype, which will be discussed in the next chapter 
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Chapter 5:  The 3PX prototype
This chapter is based on work of J. van den Broek, T. Neilen and J.E.H. Pelders under supervision of 
the author.

5.1 Introduction to the prototype
In Chapter 4 the efficiency of the 3PX concept is evaluated on a test bench setup  
To evaluate the second part of the main question presented in Chapter 1; “what is 
the effectiveness of the 3PX concept?”, a prototype of a 3PX enabled hybrid electric 
vehicle was built  By connecting this prototype to the energy flows of a 3PX enabled 
fictitious household the effectiveness can be demonstrated  The prototype should 
give insight in the interaction between the genset, the vehicle and the household  A 
secondary goal of the prototype is to promote the concept in an appealing, visible 
and understandable way  

Examples of questions about which the prototype should give some understand-
ing are: Is it possible to drive the vehicle and use the range extender on CNG? Can 
a 3PX vehicle be used as a stand-alone unit which is CNG-fueled? What is the effi-
ciency and what are influencing factors in “real-world” usage? Which adaptations 
are needed in the hybrid car and in the household heating system? What are the 
influences if a single 3PX enabled vehicle is shared between different households? 

Within the project’s time frame, not all questions could be answered, but the pro-
totype gave many insights in how a 3PX vehicle would operate and what limitations 
are currently present  The prototype is not an end product which can be put on the 
market  It was strictly build for testing purposes and should therefore not be seen 
as a product used by consumers  Normally, except for the heat exchangers, all the 
components that were built into the prototype are already present in a hybrid vehicle  
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Therefore the end product of a 3PX-enabled hybrid vehicle may look very similar, and 
have the same comfort levels, as hybrid vehicles currently on the market 

For testing purposes the prototype is built out of dedicated components each 
fulfilling its own specific goal  In this chapter these components and the reasons why 
these specific components were chosen are discussed  The results that were obtained 
are subsequently presented and discussed 

5.2 The Nissan Leaf as a platform
After the test bench setup gave a positive results, a prototype of a hybrid electric 
vehicle that is 3PX capable was built in order to gain insight in the effect of the 3PX 
concept on the vehicle, the house and the interaction between them  The vehicle 
would have preferably consisted of an existing plug-in hybrid car (e g  Toyota Prius, 
BMW i3 REx or Audi e-tron)  However, after detailed correspondence with Audi 
A G  and BMW A G  it was found that the proprietary software of hybrid vehicles is 
highly complicated, and cannot easily be altered by the manufacturer due to regula-
tions, intellectual property and third party suppliers  After additional research it was 
concluded that it was not possible to use any existing hybrid electric vehicle without 
substantial funding and extensive collaboration with a vehicle manufacturer  And 
although the manufacturers were positive about the concept, it was deemed impossi-
ble to start a collaboration in the timeframe of the project 

To circumvent software problems of an existing hybrid vehicles, it was decided to 
buy an electric car which would be hybridized by placing a combustion engine, gener-
ator and all electrical components in the trunk  The benefit of this is that the software 
used to control the different drivetrain components can be developed in-house  The 
downside is that all components have to be selected, ordered, installed and be made 
to work together, which proved to be time consuming 

Figure 5.1: The Renault Zoe (left) and the Nissan Leaf (right); both full electric candi-
dates suitable as a base for the 3PX prototype.

In order to select a car suitable for this research, Neilen [46] explored all electric 
vehicles on the Dutch market, comparing them by price, trunk dimensions, electric 
range and availability  Using these selection criteria, only the Renault Zoe (Figure 5 1 
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(left)) and the Nissan Leaf (Figure 5 1 (right)) proved viable options  The downside 
of the Renault Zoe is that the battery is leased from Renault instead of having com-
plete ownership, which could cause problems when we extensively modify the car  
Furthermore the Nissan Leaf has a bigger trunk size, which is needed for the genset 
and other add-ons  Therefore a Nissan Leaf was selected, and bought in August 2016 
(Figure 5 2)  

Figure 5.2: The actual Nissan Leaf which is used as the base for the 3PX prototype.

In order to have enough space to place all the desired components, the rear seats 
and upholstery from the B-pillars to the rear of the car, are removed  A frame is 
installed to support the engine and generator in the truck of the car  A protection 
bar is bolted to the mounting points of the rear seatbelts  The protection bar ensures 
that the genset cannot be propelled to the persons in the front of the car in case of 
frame failure upon a head-on collision  Furthermore, it provided a secure mounting 
point for other components  A schematic side view of the prototype can be seen in 
Figure 5 3  

Figure 5.3: A schematic side view of the Nissan Leaf Prototype. In red: the three main 
compartments. In blue: the subdivision of the engine compartment.
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Between the occupant compartment and engine compartment, an aluminum 
plate covered in fire-retardant and noise-dampening material is installed  Not only 
does this provide some degree of acoustic isolation for the passenger compartment, 
but it also provides occupants enough time to exit the vehicle if a fire or a spill of toxic 
gases might occur in the engine compartment  Furthermore, the climate system of the 
Leaf makes sure the occupant compartment is under a small overpressure, decreasing 
the possibility that toxic gases enter the passenger compartment during operation 

The prototype was built so it can function in four modes, see Table 5 1  During 
the Combined Heat and Power (CHP)-mode, the prototype operates as the proof-of-
concept setup from Chapter 3  It acts as a CHP device which converts natural gas into 
electricity and heat  In the Range Extending (RE)-mode, the build-in genset acts as 
a range extender  In this mode the prototype generates electricity for the driveline of 
the vehicle  In the “Vehicle to Grid” (V2G)-mode, the car discharges its battery for 
use in the household or for feedback into the grid  This mode should only be used if 
there are clear benefits to do so, as it means that the battery goes through extra cycles, 
increasing wear  Because a 3PX enabled vehicle is a hybrid car by design, if for some 
reason the battery is depleted, yet electricity is needed for driving, the vehicle remains 
mobile by using it in RE-mode  In Charge-mode, the battery in the vehicle is charged 
from either the grid or, from a renewable source  During the building phase it was 
made sure that for testing purposes the hardware could work independently from 
these modes 

Table 5.1: The operating modes of a 3PX vehicle; the CHP-mode is 3PX specific.

CHP-mode RE-mode V2G-mode Charge-mode

Energy source Natural gas 
grid CNG tank Leaf battery Electricity grid

Heat sink Household Radiator - -
Electricity sink Variable Leaf drivetrain Electricity grid Leaf battery

During the building process special attention was paid to the requirements that 
the vehicle should have to pass an “individual type” approval  As the “series type” 
approval of the Nissan Leaf does not include an internal combustion engine, CNG 
tank, or hybrid driveline, a new “individual type” approval needs to be issued by the 
RDW  To make sure that the vehicle would be approved, every part was designed to 
pass the appropriate tests  For the CNG installation regulation 110 (R110) is taken 
into account  For the electrical system, automotive grade components were used 
whenever reasonable  Furthermore, high voltage cables are covered with orange tape 
or orange sleeves  Unfortunately, due to the delay in the building process, the 3PX 
adapted Nissan Leaf prototype is yet to be made available for testing by the RDW 
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5.3 ICE, generator and inverter
All the components that are built into the vehicle were carefully selected for this 
particular application  The criteria were related to size, weight, cost, efficiency, ease-
of-use and availability  In Chapter 3 the selection criteria for the combustion engine 
were discussed  These criteria were drafted with the knowledge that a prototype 
could use the same engine  Therefore a second second-hand Suzuki K10B engine 
(shown in Figure 3 1) was purchased  The selection of other components, including 
the generator and motor drive, are discussed in this section 

To generate electricity, the engine is connected via a flexible coupling to a gener-
ator  For this purpose v d  Broek investigated different types of generators [34]  Look-
ing at efficiencies, power-to-volume and power-to-weight ratios, it was concluded 
that a permanent magnet alternating current (PMAC) motor is the best option 
for the prototype  For the selection of the generator it is important that the power 
specifications and speed range correspond with those of the ICE  The speed range 
is important because the generator is directly connected to the crankshaft, without 
gearbox, for compactness and efficiency  

Figure 5.4: The Emrax 208 (left), and its efficiency map (right) [47].

After comparing several different PMAC generators, the axial flux 208 gener-
ator from Emrax (Figure 5 4) was the only option that met all requirements  On 
the right side in Figure 5 4 the efficiency map of the generator is shown; its peak 
efficiency is 96%  Comparing this to the ICE specifications mentioned in Table 3 1, 
this peak efficiency is in the region where it is most likely to operate, a speed range 
between 1500 and 3500 RPM, producing between 9 and 24 kW of electrical energy  
The generator is constructed as an electric motor  However, the same performance 
can be expected when using it as generator [47]  The maximum power specification 
(32 kW) complies with the requirement to sustain battery charge at 130 km/h (30 
kW)  Note that the stator is on the inside and the rotor on the outside, a so-called 
“outrunner”  The benefit is that the generator is compact, however the outside shell 
(black in Figure 5 4) rotates and therefore safety precautions are taken to shield the 
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outer side of the motor 
The rotational speed of the generator (and therefore also the speed of the ICE), 

is controlled by a frequency drive inverter  One of the criteria for the electric power 
components (including the generator and the frequency drive inverter) is that they 
should be cooled in such a way that the heat they produce, adds to the thermal energy 
that is transported to the household  This prevents excessive heat buildup in the car, 
and increases efficiency as more heat is transferred to the house  In a market research 
it was found that liquid cooling was the best option and that only a few bi-directional 
frequency drives exist in this power range which are liquid cooled and are capable to 
drive a permanent magnet alternative current motor  To complicate the search for a 
compatible frequency drive, the Emrax 208 generator has 10 pole pairs and a maxi-
mum of 6000 RPM, implying that the frequency drive should have a high switching 
frequency (EMRAX advices a switching speed of at least 8 kHz)  

The last requirement was that the inverter contains a DC connection that is capa-
ble of the total electrical energy throughput  Using the same type of drive inverter as 
used in the test bench setup was not possible, as the connections to the DC bus in the 
ABB drive unit (Figure 3 3) cannot handle the full current  

Finding an affordable, liquid-cooled, high-frequency, sensorless, AC and DC 
capable inverter drive proved to be impossible  Therefore the power electronic system 
was divided into three subsystems  The downside of this is that more effort is needed 
to integrate all systems and making them function together  However, the division 
meant that “off-the-shelf ”, but still rare, components could be selected 

Figure 5.5: The power electronics connection diagram after dividing the three main 
tasks. Note that all electricity flows are bi-directional.

In Figure 5 5 the three components are displayed by three square blocks  On the 
left the Active Front End (AFE), depicted by the red square, is connected to the grid 
(depicted by the blue circle)  The task of the AFE is to keep the DC-bus voltage (red) 
constant  When starting the ICE or charging the battery, this means energy flows 
from the grid to the DC-bus  When the battery is discharged to the grid (V2G-mode) 
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or when the car is in CHP-mode, energy flows from the DC-bus to the grid 
The regenerative motor drive controls the speed of the generator  To start the 

ICE, a desired speed is given and the motor drive takes energy from the DC-bus to 
speed up the generator (and therefore the ICE) to the desired speed  Once fuel is 
combusted in the ICE, the inverter drive controls the speed by preventing accelera-
tion of the generator, the energy that is simultaneously generated flows back into the 
DC-bus 

To exchange energy with the battery of the car a DC/DC converter is used  On 
one side it is connected to the DC-bus, on the other side it is connected to the high 
voltage system of the Leaf  To control the energy flow, the DC/DC converter should 
be able to operate in two modes  When the system is connected to the grid, the 
current through the converter should be controlled as the AFE controls the voltage 
of the DC bus  If the car is not connected to the grid, the DC/DC converter should 
control the voltage of the DC bus to replace the function of the AFE 

After comparing many different frequency motor drive inverters, the Bonfiglioli 
ACU401-31 was selected, as it met all requirements [48]  Bonfiglioli also produces 
an AFE, which can work with the ACU  For the prototype the AEC401-31 [49] was 
selected  It satisfies all the requirements that were formulated before  In Figure 5 6 a 
photograph can be seen of both the AEC (on the left) and the ACU (on the right)  Its 
position inside the car can be seen in Figure 5 7, were it can be found in between the 
electronics cabinet and the DC/DC converter 

Figure 5.6: The Active Front End (AEC 401-31) (left) and the frequency drive inverter 
(ACU 401-31) (right) produced by Bonfiglioli. This photograph was taken while testing the 
electrical system, before it was built into the prototype.

The DC/DC converter, is manufactured by Tronico Alcen [50]  It has a high-volt-
age side (450 to 800 V) which will be connected to the DC-bus, and a low-voltage 
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side (250 to 400 V) which will be connected to the high-voltage system of the Leaf  
The DC/DC converter can be voltage or current controlled via a CAN bus connec-
tion  The Beckhoff PLC (discussed in the next section) has a master CAN bus, to 
which the DC/DC converter is coupled  The DC/DC converter has a built-in diode 
which makes sure the high-side voltage is always greater than or equal to the voltage 
of the low-side 

The last electronic parts are the sine filter, a line choke and a line filter  They are 
needed to cancel out any harmonic distortion when the setup is in CHP- or V2G-
mode  These filters are mounted behind the DC/DC inverter, on an aluminum plate 
which also hold the ACU and AEC, which is placed above the gas tank compartment 

Figure 5.7: A photograph from the rear of the prototype, the labels indicate the        
different parts.

5.4 Cooling components
For the 3PX concept to fully work, all the heat produced by the genset is to be cap-
tured and transported to the house  For this purpose a coolant system was designed 
incorporating the design and optimisations from the test bench setup 

Figure 5 8 shows a schematic lay-out of the cooling system of the prototype  The 
sensors and actuators are coded, which proved invaluable during the build and pro-
gramming process  The letter on each device corresponds to its function, and the first 
digit indicates to which component it corresponds:
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1  Internal combustion engine
2  The pump and HEX/radiator
3  Generator
4  Inverters and DC/DC converter
5  Exhaust system
6  Miscellaneous 

The last two digits indicate the number of the sensor for each group  For instance 
T108 is the eight sensor (08), corresponding to the ICE (1) and it is a temperature 
sensor (T)  In this case it is the thermocouple which measures the coolant tempera-
ture of the coolant going into the engine 

In the prototype the same components for the exhaust cooling are used as that are 
used in the proof-of-concept described in section 3 3  This means a pre-EGC and a 
DAF EGR cooler are installed in the car, and water is pumped by a PWM-controlled 
electric pump  This loop is depicted in Figure 5 8 by the dark blue lines  The orienta-
tion of the coolers is altered compared to the proof-of-concept setup  The pre-EGC 
is still horizontal, however the DAF-EGC is now tilted under a 45° angle downward 
going with the flow  One of the problems in the test bench setup was that water was 
trapped in the bottom of the cooler, reducing the effectiveness of the cooler  In the 
prototype setup the slope of the final EGC causes condensed water to flow out of the 
exhaust  The exhaust is insulated with heat resistant material (brown in Figure 5 7) 
in order to increase efficiency  The complete exhaust system consists of the three way 
catalyst and the two EGCs  It was hoped that this would sufficiently damp engine 
noise, thus it was decided not to install an additional muffler  However after testing, 
it was found that the exhaust produced too much noise and an additional muffler 
was installed 

E. Voltage
F. Flow
I. Amps
M. Pumpswitch
P. Pressure
Q. Mixture
S. Speed
T. Temperature
Z. Switch
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In the prototype setup, the ICE is also operated on the road, requiring a thermal 
sink when in RE-mode  It was chosen to use a radiator that is mounted underneath 
the rear of the car  Rather than to work with expensive exhaust valves, the EGC’s 
remain connected to the exhaust and thus are cooled by the same circuit as the ICE  
This increased the thermal load for the radiator, but decreased costs and complexity  
After comparing many radiators it was chosen to install a radiator from a VW Polo, 
as this had the largest radiator volume, while still being compact enough to place 
underneath the car [34]  A scoop was placed underneath the car to push airflow 
inside the radiator if the vehicle is moving  This scoop was later removed as ground 
clearance of the prototype became an issue  To create extra cooling power, a fan from 
a Mini Cooper with a diameter of 400 mm is mounted on the radiator to create extra 
airflow (M205)  

A separate coolant pump is installed to pump the coolant through the liquid 
cooled electric components; this is displayed in Figure 5 8 by light blue lines (M306)  
It is connected to the large circuit by a small plate exchanger which is placed just after 
the HEX or radiator, where the main flow is coolest  According to simulations the 
expected thermal energy of the electric components connected to this coolant circuit 
is 1 8 kW at 30 kW of electrical power generation [34] 

A coolant reservoir with level sensor is installed in the prototype to ensure 
enough coolant is present inside the system  The coolant flow is measured by a Sie-
mens QVE2000 010, which has a measuring range of 1 8 to 32 l/min (F201)  The 
coolant temperatures are measured by T-type thermocouples, similar to the test 
bench setup  For the hot exhaust gases N-type thermocouples are used  See Table 
3 10 for specifications on both types of thermocouples  The generator is equipped 
with a KTY-81/210 positive temperature coefficient resistor which measures the 
temperature inside the electric motor (T305) [47]  This sensor is the last component 
in the electric component cooling circuit before the coolant is cooled down by the 
heat exchanger, thus it gives the highest electric circuit coolant temperature which 
can be used for thermal protection of the electric components 

5.5 Natural gas and air supply
In CHP-mode the vehicle is connected to the house, from which natural gas enters 
the vehicle with around 30 mbar(g) pressure  In RE-mode, natural gas is received 
from a CNG-tank which has a maximum operating pressure of 200 bar(a)  Gas 
installations above 2 bar have to comply with the R110 regulations for RDW approval 
[51]  The injection system of the ICE is designed for 30 mbar, therefore the use of 
pressure regulators is required in RE-mode  A two-stage regulator is advised, this 
should make the pressure inside the natural gas rail more stable  The second stage 
should be controllable so that the output pressure can be set between 30 and 100 
mbar(g)  Using a higher natural gas pressure shortens the injection duration and 
should allow for more efficient operation at high load  The pressure regulators should 
be connected to the electrical cooling circuit to prevent freezing  The R110 directive 
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does not hold for pressures below 2 bar, and therefore the modified injectors can be 
used while retaining the possibility of receiving a RDW individual type approval  

The CNG tank is installed in a separate compartment, located where normally 
the rear seats would be  In order to comply with the RDW individual type approval, 
this compartment has a ventilation to the atmosphere provided by a stainless steel 
line which ends underneath the car  Furthermore all other high pressure gas lines, 
which are not yet installed, should be going to the outside of the car before they go 
back into the car  For the CNG tank, a 24 5 liter type 4 (PA-liner wrapped with hybrid 
fibers) tank was chosen as this is the lightest type on the market  The downside was 
that this tank could only be bought second-hand, or in an batch of 100  A 36 liter tank 
was available, but this would increase the size, weight and price of the tank  A sec-
ond-hand CNG tank (shown in Figure 5 9) was bought with type approval received 
on 23-8-2014  As the type approval of the tank may only be 3 years old at the time of 
the individual type approval, a new tank should be purchased and installed before the 
prototype is tested by the RDW  The tank itself is approved till 08-2033, which means 
that it can be used for regular use in the next 16 years to come  The CNG tank can 
be filled at any CNG filling station by the CNG fill connector which can be placed 
in front of the car where the electrical charge connectors are also present  The tank 
is equipped with an electrically operated safety valve which is fail safe as it has to be 
activated in order to open  

Figure 5.9: A photograph of the 24.5 L CNG tank type IV.

When operating in CHP-mode natural gas enters the vehicle via the 3PX-connec-
tor, which will be further discussed in section 5 7  Unfortunately, the 3PX-connector 
could not be manufactured and tested in time  Therefore in the prototype natural 
gas enters via tubing which is coupled and uncoupled by hand  After it enters the 
prototype it passes a fail-safe safety valve and the mass flow meter, which both are the 
same as used in the test bench setup (Figure 3 9) 

Fresh air enters the engine via an air filter which is positioned near the rear right 
door underneath the control cabinet  Right after the filter an automotive air mass 
flow sensor is installed, which measures the temperature simultaneously  Normally 
a specific length is needed after each bend so that the air flows through the sensor 
without any turbulence effect  Due to space and time limitations this was not possible 
in the prototype  If too much variation is detected a new and longer intake could be 
manufactured  After the air flow sensor, a throttle valve is positioned to control the 
airflow into the engine  The Intake Measured Air Pressure (IMAP) is measured with 
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a Bosch pressure sensor, which is the same as on the test bench setup and originally 
present on the Suzuki ICE 

5.6 Electronic control unit and data acquisition
To control all the functions of the prototype, a control cabinet is installed inside 
the prototype  It is positioned next to the right rear door, as can be seen in Figure 
5 7  This position was chosen as it had the least space interference with the other 
components and because modifications can be easily made inside the cabinet if the 
rear right door is open  Inside the cabinet there are several control components, 
see Figure 5 10  The ‘brain’ of the prototype is the Programmable Logic Controller 
(PLC)  The PLC (Beckhoff EJ1100) controls the safety and handles data acquisition  
It is equipped with several add-on modules to receive and send the necessary signals  
Based on these signals, the PLC checks if the safety conditions are satisfied  When 
this is not the case, the PLC prevents start-up of the prototype  Additionally, the 
PLC carries out an emergency stop if an error signal is detected during operation   
The PLC controls the ACU (Figure 5 6 (right)) via EtherCAT, it can give signals to 
run or stop, and send a request for the desired speed  The PLC controls the DC/DC 
converter (Figure 5 7) via a separate CAN connection  The PLC controls the voltage 
and/or current, generated by the DC/DC converter  A Human Machine Interface 
(HMI) is installed in the prototype behind the front seats  The HMI shows the most 
important parameters (oil pressure, engine temperature etc ) of the prototype  It is 
used as an extra information screen that can be used to monitor the vital functions  
The PLC is powered, via a 12-to-24 V converter, from the 12 V battery of the Leaf  
As this drains the battery quite fast, a main switch is installed to switch the power 
from the battery  Furthermore, the Leaf needs to be in drive mode or being charged 
in order not to drain the 12V battery 
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Figure 5.10: A photograph of the electronics cabinet which was taken before it was 
built into the prototype.

The prototype uses the same type of ECU as the engine cell setup, the KMS MD35  
This makes the developed engine map interchangeable between the setups  A KMS 
electronic throttle valve control unit (ETC) is used to control the throttle valve  The 
input for the ETC is generated by the PLC; it is an electric signal which varies from 
0 V to 5 V  The peak-hold injector drivers which were developed for the engine cell 
setup are in the prototype as well  A sequential unit is connected between the driver 
and ECU to enable separate injection per cylinder  The ECU adjusts opening times of 
the injectors based on the lambda value which is measured by a wide-band-lambda 
sensor (Q106 in Figure 5 8)  This requires adding a UEGO controller which translates 
the Lambda sensor measurements to a CAN signal  Similar to the proof-of-concept 
setup, a 60-2 trigger wheel is measured by a pulse sensor  The trigger wheel also 
enables determination of TDC of the first cylinder [52]  As the engine control unit in 
this setup is the same as in the engine test cell, more information on its operation can 
be found in section 3 5 
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Data acquisition system
NI Labview is selected as data acquisition software, similar to the engine test bench 
setup  The biggest difference in data acquisition and data processing between the test 
bench setup and the prototype is that the data acquisition signals are not handled by 
a NiDAQ but by the PLC  Labview also hosts the variable coolant flow controller to 
send a duty cycle to the PLC, which converts it to a PWM signal to the electric water 
pump  Figure 5 11 shows the user interface for the operator during testing  In this 
screen all the important parameters can be seen and controlled, note its similarity to 
Figure 5 8 

Figure 5.11: The operator screen on which the status of the most important parame-
ters can be seen. Blue is water, green is electricity and purple is natural gas.

5.7 The 3PX connector 
(This paragraph is based on the bachelor final projects of G.H. van de Moosdijk, T. Pijs and J.M.J. 
Seelen, under supervision of the author)

To exchange natural gas and heat between the prototype and household, a new 
connector is developed  Because of the properties and types of fluids that have to 
be exchanged, the connector has to meet certain requirements  The most important 
requirements are:

•	 No-Drip connection; During coupling and uncoupling of the connector, it 
should not spill any natural gas as this could lead to fire or methane vented 
into the atmosphere  Also the coolant fluid should not be spilled, as this 
could harm the operator and/or the environment 

•	 Automotive quality standards; As the intended use of this connector is in 
the automotive sector, it should comply to the rules and regulations that are 
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available in this sector 
•	 Single handed operation; An adult should be able to connect and disconnect 

the connector with one hand 
•	 Possibility for mass production; In order to keep the costs minimal the con-

nector should be easily mass-produced 
•	 Low pressure drop; To have the highest possible efficiency, the pressure drop, 

especially for natural gas, over the connector should be as low as possible 
A search for possible connectors showed that there was no connector on the 

market which fulfilled all these requirements [53]  However, investigating different 
connectors, such as LPG connectors, gave insight in possible connector designs, and 
eventually lead to the “Piston and Ring” design which evolved into the connector 
shown in Figure 5 12 

Figure 5.12: The two sides of the 3PX connector. The left part (Socket) is built into the 
car, the right is the connector (Connector core) which connects to the hose bundle [54].

Inside the connector there are three individual cores, made from stainless steel 
to prevent corrosion  An exploded view of a single core can be seen in Figure 5 13 
(top), where the parts (except for the O-ring seals) are shown and named  The work-
ing principle is as follows: when coupling the connector, the “Inner cylinder” pushes 
the “Piston” inside the “Rear piston housing”, while simultaneously the “Front piston 
housing” pushes the “Ring” inside the “Ring housing”  Now there is a flow possi-
ble between the “Ring housing” and “Rear piston housing” to which the hoses are 
connected  When decoupling, the operation is reversed and the springs push back 
the “Ring” and “Piston” into their closed positions where O-rings seal the cores  The 
“Ring housing” and “Rear piston housing” were tested for strength, their thickness 
was chosen so that they can withstand a normal passenger car driving over, without 
producing any leakage  In such an event, the connector housing will break but the 
three cores will remain intact so that spills are minimized  
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Flow simulations, performed in SolidWorks, were run to to find and minimize 
the pressure drop over the cores (Figure 5 13 right), resulting in an estimated pres-
sure drop for natural gas of 5 mbar  Later measurements with air blowing through a 
3D printed core showed a pressure drop of around 3 5 mbar [54]  

Figure 5.13: (top) An exploded view 
of one of the three identical cores [54] 
and (right) a velocity plot of the coolant 
flowing through the core [55].

Although due to time constrains 
the connector was never completely 
fabricated and tested, the research 
and design of this connector gives a 
good indication in how the connection 
between the hybrid vehicle and the 
household can be made  

5.8 Results
Due to delays in the building process, of the four modes in which the prototype is 
designed to operate, only the CHP-mode could be tested  The DC/DC converter was 
delivered 6 months later than expected  As a result it could not be electrically con-
nected and programmed in the software  Therefore the RE, V2G and Charge modes 
could not be tested  During the tests it was found that the maximum torque provided 
by the electric motor was not enough to brake the engine sufficiently  Consequently, 
the prototype could only work at partial load and not at full load  As the settings 
in the motor controller seem to be the main bottleneck, it should be better tuned 
in order to have more torque available  Unfortunately, this can only be done by the 
supplier or manufacturer of the electric motor  The temperature of the electric motor 
is well-controlled and according to its specifications it can deliver more torque  
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Within the small time window in which the prototype could be tested, it provided 
interesting results  The warmup graph is shown in Figure 5 14; a global comparison 
can be made with Figure 3 7 

Figure 5.14: The warmup of the prototype. The engine speed is 1600 RPM and the 
intake pressure is 70 kPa.

Where the proof-of-concept setup takes 180 seconds to reach 70 degrees (Figure 
3 7), the prototype takes 560 seconds  Figure 5 14 displays the warmup cycle with an 
engine speed of 1600 RPM and an inlet pressure of 70 kPa, while the operating con-
ditions in Figure 3 7 were 2100 RPM and 84 kPa  Therefore the prototype delivered 6 
kW of electrical energy during this warmup phase, while the proof-of-concept setup 
delivered 15 kW of electrical energy  As expected, this severely impacts the warmup 
time  

Two steady state measurements have provided some insight in the behaviour of 
the prototype  For both experiments, the optimal engine settings found in Chapter 4 
have been used: λ of 1 05, start of injection at 0° and 24° BTDC ignition timing  As the 
coolant flow control was not automated during both measurements, the coolant flow 
was controlled manually, causing temperature fluctuations  The first measurement 
was performed at 1650 RPM with an intake pressure of 75 kPa  The coolant tempera-
tures over a period of 11 minutes are shown in Figure 5 15  Within this window the 
average temperature difference between the coolant water going into the prototype 
and going out of the prototype is used to calculate the thermal efficiency  In this case 
the thermal efficiency was 61%  Approximately 7 6 kW was fed back into the grid, 
giving an electric efficiency of 31%  Comparing this to the results from the proof-
of-concept setup, the electric efficiency is as expected, yet the thermal efficiency is 
lower than expected  A possible reason for the lower thermal efficiency is that the 
setup has not reached complete steady state yet, and is slowly heating up during the 
experiment  This can be seen in Figure 5 15 by the coolant temperature “Between 
exhaust coolers” which is increasing over time 
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Figure 5.15: Coolant temperatures at 1650 RPM and 75 kPa intake pressure.

During the second experiment the engine speed was set to 2150 RPM with an 
intake pressure of 67 kPa  In Figure 5 16 the temperatures of the coolant are presented  
Measurement data was taken for over 10 minutes with the “Prototype out” coolant 
temperature starting and ending at 73°C  The mean temperature difference between 
in and out flow of coolant was 57 degrees  The coolant flow was on average 4 5 l/min, 
this combined with a natural gas flow of 0 78 l/s, gives a thermal efficiency of 73%  
The electrical power of 8 5 kW gave an electrical efficiency of 34%  Note that the 
combined efficiency is in excess of 1  The electrical efficiency is close to the expected 
result  However, the thermal efficiency is higher than expected, even though the 
setup is also slowly heating up  A possible reason is that the “Prototype in” tempera-
ture is rather low (12-17°C) during this measurement  As this temperature is even 
lower than the air intake temperature, heat is transferred just by cooling the intake 
air, leading to artificial efficiency gains  However, even with this effect subtracted, the 
thermal efficiency is around 70%  These efficiencies are calculated using the lower 
heating value of the fuel, meaning that the latent heat of condensation of water in 
the exhaust gases is not included  If the higher heating value is used, the thermal 
efficiency would be 63%, which would add up to an overall efficiency of around 97% 
which is still higher than expected  It is advised that more measurements should be 
performed in order to further investigate the thermal efficiency of the prototype 

The main result is that the CHP-mode of the prototype works, and although only 
the CHP-mode could be tested, the results that were obtained are encouraging for 
future testing and improvements of the setup 
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Figure 5.16: Coolant temperatures at 2150 RPM and 67 kPa intake pressure.

5.9 Summary
The 3PX prototype was built to demonstrate the capabilities of the 3PX concept and to 
gain more insight into its performance  A fully electric Nissan Leaf was selected and 
purchased as the running platform for the concept  If the concept only consisted of 
hardware, an existing hybrid vehicle would be a better basis  However, the proprietary 
control software of such a car prevents 3PX operating modes  To make a hybrid vehi-
cle out of the Nissan Leaf, it was stripped from its rear interior  A combustion engine, 
together with a generator, control software and power electronics were installed in the 
trunk  The installed components were selected for optimal efficiency (electrical and 
thermal) while still being as light as possible 

A PLC was installed which controls safety, as well as the electrical and cooling 
flows  Engine operation was controlled by the same ECU as used in the proof-of-
concept setup  The PLC also acts as a data acquisition system, and a user interface was 
made in Labview  To connect the prototype to a household, a connector was designed 
which can safely and conveniently connect the natural gas and coolant lines to the 
vehicle  Although only parts of the connector were 3D-printed, it gives an idea on 
how a 3PX connector might function 

Unfortunately, due to delays in the build process, not all experiments that were 
originally planned could be executed  The experiments that were done, show that the 
electric efficiencies in this mobile setup are similar to the results found with the proof-
of-concept setup  Furthermore the prototype has demonstrated that the 3PX-concept 
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can work in a hybrid electric vehicle, and the concept is ready to move on into its 
next development phase 

It is recommended that more experiments should be done in order to draw firm 
conclusions on the efficiency of the prototype  That being said, the potential of the 
prototype, including its range extending and CHP functionality, should be reachable 
and it is recommended to continue the evolvement of the prototype to fully exploit 
its capabilities 
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Chapter 6:  Future steps towards the 
3PX concept

The Three Power Crossover (3PX) concept combines the three major energy consum-
ers of a household; heating, electrical appliances and mobility  It provides econom-
ical and flexible heat and electricity by utilizing a device available to an increasing 
amount of households: a hybrid car  A hybrid car possesses all the required compo-
nents to simultaneously generate electricity and heat, while in addition it provides 
mobility  The concept utilizes the existing infrastructure of the gas grids (very flexi-
ble in energy supply and storage capabilities), to mitigate a troublesome aspect of the 
electricity distribution (demand and supply have to be in balance) 

In this thesis the 3PX concept is explained, simulated, investigated and imple-
mented into a prototype  The main conclusion is that the concept can be environ-
mentally and financially viable, already for an individual household  However, there 
is one major hurdle which has to be taken, outside the reach of this research, in 
order for the concept to succeed  When preparations were made for the prototype, 
a critical point of the concept became visible: car-manufacturers have to make their 
vehicles 3PX compatible  Hardware-wise, this is a relatively easy task and even retro-
fitting would be an option  However, it is the software which controls the functions 
of the driveline that poses the real challenge  Retrofitting electric cars with a natu-
ral-gas-fueled generator and utilizing own software, as done in the prototype, is not 
a viable option for consumers 
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Car manufacturers are changing their vision on (near) future drivetrains  This 
change is reflected by the increasing number of newly introduced passenger cars 
which have an electric driveline  In the past, sales of vehicles with electric drivelines 
were stimulated by tax-incentives and subsidies  Nowadays, there is an understand-
ing that more efficient vehicles have to be produced  Recently, some manufacturers 
announced that every vehicle they will produce as of 2020 will have an electric drive-
line (e g  Volvo, Jaguar Land Rover)  This includes battery electric vehicles as well as 
hybrid vehicles, and the more hybrid vehicles are sold, the bigger the potential for the 
3PX concept 

If vehicles would be manufactured and bought to only cover the average distance 
driven per drive in Europe, a battery electric car could be the most efficient option  
However, in reality there is a spread in distance driven per drive, and for longer dis-
tances, batteries are a less attractive option, as they add weight to the vehicle and 
take long to recharge  One of the most efficient solutions in this situation is using a 
vehicle with a relatively small battery and a relatively small internal combustion range 
extender  This could be a solution for the majority of consumers as it has the potential 
to provide the best of both worlds  Short drives can be made electric and the energy 
for longer drives is provided by a low-carbon-emitting CNG range extender  Using 
this configuration, vehicle weight is reduced for an equal range; generally, less weight 
means less emission  How passenger car manufacturing evolves, strongly depends on 
what kind of vehicles will be purchased by consumers  Vehicle manufacturers have 
to remain financially healthy and therefore they tend to follow the market closely  
Producing enough (CNG) hybrid vehicles is another condition for the concept to 
become successful, although closely related to the main (control software) hurdle 

The next section will discuss the future and benefits of the concept if these hurdles 
would be solved by the car manufacturers  The gained benefits of the 3PX concept are 
threefold; 
• CO2 emissions are reduced, as less electricity has to be generated by large power 

plants and transported to households  
• There are significant financial gains for individual households, based on the cur-

rent energy prices  
• An increase in available and affordable flexibility on the electricity grid, allowing 

for more renewable energy  
In the next decades the transition to a renewable energy system should take place, 

if we want to keep climate change within acceptable levels  If the available flexibil-
ity on the grids remains as it is currently, more grid investments have to be made, 
increasing transport costs  For instance, if every roof in the Netherlands is to be filled 
with photovoltaics, the generated electricity will potentially overload the electricity 
grids in summer  This also holds for heat pumps, as for both devices, the electricity 
supply or demand is simultaneous  Unintelligent charging of electric vehicles would 
add to this problem, while flexible charging and flexible power generation would 
decrease the problem 

To make the 3PX concept beneficial not only for the end-user, but also for soci-
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ety, the moment at which the genset is turned on, should be well coordinated  This 
could be governed either by market or by grid operator, depending on the required 
outcome  More energy flexibility allows more renewable electricity feed-in, which 
would even further decrease national emissions  However, if more and more renew-
able energy is produced and fed into the grid, the environmental benefits of the 
3PX concept become lower and lower  Hopefully, this becomes a downward spiral 
in which, at some point of time, the 3PX concept becomes obsolete  The concept 
therefore should not be seen as an end solution but as a catalyst and enabler to a 
fully renewable energy end-situation  The duration of this transition phase can 
take decades, depending on which assumptions are made for the future, in which 
3PX-enabled vehicles can exploit their benefits 

A key driver for households to invest is the return on investment  It depends on 
investment size and the benefits that are gained each year by the investment  With 
the results discussed in Chapter 2, the concept is proven to be financially attractive  
Its attractiveness depends on the energy form and use of a household  Generally 
households that have an above average energy usage, have a smaller return on invest-
ment time; this should therefore be the main target group in the beginning  Another 
advantage is that households with a high energy usage, usually live in relatively large 
houses which give it a higher chance to have a driveway on which the car can be 
parked near the house  In the next phase, multiple 3PX-connected cars can also be 
connected in car parks near or underneath apartment buildings, providing electricity 
and heat to these buildings  Here, the heterogeneous availability of vehicles provides 
extra energy security and decreases the need for backup systems  The impact on the 
grids when a collective of 3PX enabled vehicles can be switched on or off, should 
not be underestimated  Although quantitative numbers are hard to determine, the 
tradeable flexibility could certainly influence the operating cost of the concept 

The concept allows, within limits, to shift in the balance between electricity and 
heat  In Chapter 4 it is discussed that this can be steered towards an optimum based 
on the chosen factor that has to be optimized  Because of the high prices of electric-
ity relative to the natural gas price, and the relatively high CO2 emission associated 
with electricity production, the optimum is currently aimed towards generating a 
maximum amount of electricity  To make the concept sustainable, natural gas can 
be replaced by a renewable fuel such as biogas or biomethane  The amount of bio-
methane in the Dutch natural gas grids is slowly increasing  However, in the coming 
decades the amount of biomethane that can be produced will not be enough to com-
pletely substitute natural gas 

Looking back over the time period of the project, some of the prerequisites have 
changed  The biggest change was that in only a few years, public opinion on having 
natural gas to heat houses changed from wanted to unwanted  This change also 
affected the opinion on natural gas grids, and currently the role of the grid oper-
ator is slowly changing from maintaining to discarding the natural gas grid  This 
trend could greatly impact the 3PX concept, as no natural gas distribution means 
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that it is not possible to fully exploit the advantages of the concept  However, the 
exact implications of this trend are still under debate, as costs for heating households 
will increase if no newly developed heating options will become available  Also, the 
transition would take decades and households that do not have viable alternatives (i e  
a newly developed heating system, renewable district heating, geothermal heating or 
heat pumps), will remain dependent on natural gas  Alternatives to reuse the natural 
gas grids are under research, such as transporting biogas or hydrogen, which could 
benefit a modified version of the 3PX concept 

The climate change problem will not be solved by simply electrifying every device 
which needs energy  If the current electricity demand would double, there is no indi-
cation that the amount of renewable energy would double as well  This means that 
more electricity has to be imported or new power plants have to be built  Even the 
current aim of the Netherlands to have 14% of renewable energy by 2020 seems ambi-
tious, as in 2016 the amount of renewable energy was 5 9%, an increase of only 0 1% 
to 2015  However, this should be seen an encouragement to accelerate the transition 
towards renewable energy instead of a discouragement 

To be able for the 3PX concept to accelerate this transition, there are still some 
issues that could be improved  The prototype described in Chapter 5, was never con-
nected to an actual household  Doing so could provide additional information on the 
feasibility of the concept  The range extending capabilities are also unverified, how-
ever, such tests will provide less additional information as there are already vehicles 
on the market with similar range-extending capabilities  To a lesser extent this also 
holds for the emission control: although there are CNG vehicles on the market with 
proper emission control, it should be implemented on the test bench setup as well as 
on the prototype  One of the promising capabilities of the vehicle is to work on biogas 
when connected to the household  Biogas cannot be compressed to high pressures 
due to the high content of CO2 inside the fuel, which makes it impractical for using it 
in range extending mode  However, when the vehicle is connected to the house, the 
mix of methane and carbon dioxide should theoretically not pose any problems  This 
renewable fuel pathway is interesting enough to be further investigated 

In Chapter 1 we arrived at the conclusion that there is no economically feasi-
ble, fuel efficient and flexible heating device currently on the market  The historical 
reasons for this technology gap were explained, as well as the fact that energy usage 
and the development of energy grids are ever evolving processes  The 3PX concept 
is proposed as a possibility to fill this gap  The 3PX concept combines the three main 
energy flows of a household: electricity, heating, and mobility in one device: a hybrid 
car  In Chapter 2 the principle of this device is explained and simulations provided 
insight its feasibility  These simulations show that the concept can potentially reduce 
both energy costs and carbon dioxide emissions  

After the potential of the 3PX concept was shown, a laboratory proof-of-concept 
was built  The build process and corresponding hardware, are described in Chapter 3  
The results, described in Chapter 4, once more underlined the potential of the concept; 
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with 38% electrical efficiency and 63% thermal efficiency, the electrical efficiency was 
even higher than estimated in Chapter 2  Although the thermal efficiency was lower 
than estimated, when these results are projected on the overall operating costs and 
carbon dioxide reduction, the gains will be even higher, due to the increased electric-
ity production  To test the concept in a more realistic environment, a prototype was 
built  The design of this prototype is described in Chapter 5  Initial results obtained 
with the prototype were positive, although more experimentation and analysis is 
needed in order to verify the correct workings and different operating modes  A 
possible design of the connection between the house and vehicle is presented  For 
ease of experimenting it is recommended to further develop this connection before 
the interaction with the household is studied  

The future of the 3PX concept is contemplated in the final chapter  During the 
selection process of a suitable vehicle as a base for the prototype it was found that the 
software inside a hybrid vehicle is an inaccessible black box and cannot be changed 
in such a way that a currently available hybrid vehicle can become 3PX-enabled  
This is recognized to be the main bottleneck of the concept, and also explains the 
choice to make a hybrid vehicle from an electric vehicle  Other obstacles, such as the 
control of the catalyst in order to decrease harmful emissions, genset control strat-
egies and communication protocol between household and car can also be solved if 
a car manufacturer is involved  In order to keep focus on the technological design, 
some subjects that cannot be influenced such as tax regimes, future energy prices, 
penetration of renewable energy, and public opinion, are not discussed deeply 

To answer the main question of this thesis stated in Chapter 1; Yes, the concept 
has proven itself to be a viable alternative for the currently standard high efficiency 
boiler, being financially and environmentally attractive while increasing the energy 
flexibility of a household  If passenger car manufacturers can be convinced by this 
technology, the 3PX concept could severely impact our current view on energy 
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Appendix A: Different heating concepts side-by-side

Appendix A: Different heating 
concepts side-by-side

Table A 1 shows the efficiencies, fuel usages, CO2 production, purchase price, 
operating costs and return on investment durations of 9 different heating concepts  
The HR107 boiler is the reference as for most households in the Netherlands this 
is their current heating device  The values are for a modern household with a heat 
demand of 30 GJ for heating and 7 GJ for tapwater  The table shows that investments 
on most heating devices are not economically beneficial in the lifetime of a heating 
device  Changing the heating demand significantly influences the outcomes, indi-
cating the importance of assumptions of such a comparison  Choosing a lifetime of 
15 years, only a pellet stove, a modern coal heater and the 3PX concept are positive 
investments 

Table A.1: Different heating concepts and their return on investment times.

HR107  boiler (reference) Heat pump W/W Heat pump W/A Solar boiler combination

Device name Intergas KombiKompakt 28/24 Atag Energion 8 Stiebel Eltron WPL33 Atag ATAG Q-Solar
Q25SC380/2,5

Main efficiency / COP 1,07 3,65 3,26 1,07
Efficiency (T=60) or % Electricity 0,939 2 2 -14,5

Fuel (m3 or kg) 1121 0 0 664

Electricity (kWh) 0 3255 3528 0

Total CO2 emission (kg) 1996 1986 2152 1183

Purchase price (€) 1000 11000 11000 8200

Operating costs (€ / year) 690 651 706 409

Return on investment (years) 0 259 Impossible 26

Micro-CHP Pellet stove Hybrid heat pump W/L Modern coal heater 3PX
80/20 heat 0 water

Device name Remeha eVita 28c H&H 23kW Valliant Geotherm Stalmark Pioneer
VWL 35/4 S + VHR 25-30/5-5 

Main efficiency / COP 0,89 0,92 4,00 0,892 0,66
Efficiency (T=60) or % Electricity 0,175 1,07 0,892 0,33

0,94
Fuel (m3 or kg) 1314 2031 412 1536 1771

Electricity (kWh) -2021 0 1667 0 -5139

Total CO2 emission (kg) 1105 3819 1751 5623 18

Purchase price (€) 9000 2300 3700 2100 3000

Operating costs (€ / year) 404 593 587 584 62

Return on investment (years) 28 13 26 10 3
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Appendix B: Engine emissions
An important part of the 3PX concept is to decrease emissions  In order to quan-

tify the emissions which are emitted by the test setup, emission measurements were 
done [52]  The emissions were measured with a Horiba EXSA-1500 (Figure B 1)  

The exhaust gases were sampled after the cat-
alytic converter  The conditions that were chosen 
are an engine speed of 1800 rpm, intake mani-
fold pressure 65 kPa and ignition timing 26° CA 
BTDC  The emissions are measured for varying λ 
values in a range between 0 95 < λ < 1 25  Figure 
B 2 shows the plot of the specific emissions of the 
NOX, CO and HC emissions against λ  The spe-
cific emissions are the ratio between the emission 
mass flow and the produced electrical power  
The points shown in the figure are averages over 
fifty measurement points  As can be seen the CO 
emissions are high for rich combustion (λ<1) 
and zero for lean combustion (λ<1 1)  During 
rich combustion the NOX emissions are equal to 
zero while at lean combustion ( λ>1) the NOX rise 
to a maximum at λ≈1 1 after which the emissions 
slowly decrease  

The KMS engine control unit is unable to have 
a proper catalytic converter control  Although 
primary lambda control is integrated in the KMS, 
for a three way catalyst to maintain optimum 
results, the mixture needs to be intermittently 
varied between rich and lean conditions  In auto-
motive applications a second lambda measure-
ment is performed after the catalytic converter to 
make sure the catalytic converter is functioning 
correctly  In the period after acquiring the KMS ECU, it was the hope that proper 
emission control would be introduced as a firmware  However this was not a priority 
of KMS, and therefore proper emission control was not possible in the setups  Because 
the catalyst was presumed to be saturated during the measurements shown in Figure 
B 2, these measurements can be assumed to be engine-out emissions 

Figure B.1: The Horiba 
EXSA-1500 exhaust gas       
analyzer.
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Appendix B: Engine emissions

Figure B.2: Plot of the NOx emissions, CO emissions and HC emissions as function of 
lambda. Operation conditions: 1800 RPM, manifold pressure 65 kPa and ignition timing 
26° CA BTDC.

A second problem with emissions in this setup, and more general for all natural 
gas fueled reciprocal engines, is that natural gas engines leak some amount of meth-
ane due to methane slip  Two possible causes for methane slip are failure to combust 
the mixture due to crevices in the combustion chamber and mixture which blows 
by the piston rings and does not get recirculated properly  Adding to the challenge 
is that methane is difficult for current three way catalysts to convert  It is advised 
to further research the field of reliable, affordable and effective methane TWC’s  As 
methane is a 25 times more potent greenhouse gas, this is an issue that needs to be 
solved before mass scale production of natural gas vehicles 
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Nomenclature

3PX Three Power Crossover
A/V Audio/Video
AC Alternating Current
ACU Active Cube
AEC Active Energy Control
AFE Active Front End
BEV Battery Electric Vehicle
BTDC Before Top Dead Centre
CA Crank Angle
CAN Controller Area Network
CCD Central Composite Design
CCS Carbon Capture and Sequestration
CHP Combined Heat and Power
CI Compression Ignition
CNG Compressed Natural Gas
DC Direct Current
DOE Design Of Experiments
DOF Degrees Of Freedom
ECU Engine Control Unit
EGC Exhaust Gas Cooler
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
EREV Extended Range Electric Vehicle
η Efficiency
ETC Electronic Throttle Control
EV Electric Vehicle
GHG GreenHouse Gas
HC Hydrocarbons
HEX Heat Exchanger
HMI Human Machine Interface
HR Hoog Rendement (High efficiency)
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
IMAP Intake Measured Air Pressure
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
λ Air-fuel equivalence ratio
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Nomenclature

LPG Liquefied petroleum gas
MAP Manifold Absolute Pressure
NOX mono-nitrogen oxide(s)
PA Polyamide
PHEV Plugin Hybrid Electric Vehicle
PI Proportional Integral
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
PMAC Permanent Magnet Alternating Current
PV PhotoVoltaic
PWM Pulse-width modulation
RE Range Extender
RON Research Octane Number
RPM Revolutions Per Minute
SI Spark Ignition
SOC State Of Charge
SOI Start Of Injection
TDC Top Dead Centre
TWC Three-Way Catalytic converter
UEGO Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen
V2G Vehicle to Grid
W/A Water to Air
W/W Water to Water
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